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Abstract

Almost 30 years ago the EMC experiment discovered that the quark helicity contri-

bution to the nucleon spin is small. Afterwards this result was confirmed by several other

experiments. It came as a surprise, as it contradicts the expectation from simple models

which otherwise were quite successful in describing the nucleon properties. A possible

solution for this “spin puzzle” is that gluons are polarised. Therefore, gluon polarisation

measurements are of great importance and motivated the flagship measurement of the

COMPASS proposal.

In this monograph details about the direct measurement of the gluon polarisation

in the nucleon, extracted from the data of the COMPASS experiment at CERN are

presented. A novel method, the so-called all-pT method, was developed by the author

who was also responsible for the corresponding analysis in COMPASS.

The proposed method allows simultaneous extraction of the gluon polarisation and

spin-dependent asymmetry A1, resulting in a considerable reduction of statistical and

systematic uncertainties by a factor of 1.6 and 1.8, respectively, comparing to the previ-

ously used method. The analysed data cover the kinematic region of Q2 > 1 GeV2, which

allows the use of perturbative QCD. The obtained result of the gluon polarisation at LO

pQCD is ∆g/g= 0.113± 0.038± 0.036 for average nucleon momentum fraction carried by

the gluon about 0.10 and average hard scale of 3 GeV2. The obtained results suggest that

the gluon polarisation in the nucleon is positive. This observation is in line with recent

NLO QCD fits, which include RHIC pp data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the early ideas to describe the atom internal structure were given by W. Prout

already in 1815 in an anonymously published paper [1]. The author has shown that, within

experimental uncertainties, the atomic weights of various compounds are multiples of the

hydrogen atom weight. This observation lead him to the hypothesis that the hydrogen

atom is the only truly fundamental object, which he called protyle. Later on, once more

precise measurements got available this hypothesis was disproved (existence of isotopes).

Almost a century later E. Rutherford in 1911 discovered the existence of atomic nuclei

[2] – the discovery which started the modern understanding of the atom structure. In

experiments made in 1917 (and reported in 1919) he also managed to observe the hydrogen

nucleus as a product of bombarding ordinary nitrogen-14 with alpha particles. Influenced

by the earlier hypothesis of W. Prout, E. Rutherford assumed that the hydrogen nucleus

is present in all other nuclei and called it proton. With the later discovery of the neutron

by J. Chadwick, [3], the modern structure of the atom was fully established. At that time

both protons and neutrons were considered as fundamental objects. However, with the

increasing energy of scattering experiments many new particle types were produced. The

emerging particle “ZOO” in late 50’s and beginning of 60’s put a question mark on which

are the really fundamental objects of matter.

The model of the internal nucleon structure by M. Gell-Mann [4] and G. Zweig [5] from

1964 predicted that a nucleon is composed of 3 quarks. These are point-like fermions

with spin 1/2 and fractional electric charge (±1/3,±2/3). At the time of the model

introduction only 3 types quarks were needed, up, down and strange. The proton and
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neutron were built exclusively from up and down quarks, uud and ddu respectively. As

the nucleon itself is a fermion with a spin 1/2, it was not too difficult to explain how

the spin of the proton is built out of three 1/2 fermions. Moreover, such a simple model

quite accurately predicted the anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon, a quantity

directly related to the quark orientation inside the nucleon, see e.g. [6]. The only problem

of this model was the fact that the predicted particles with fractional electric charge

were not found in any experiment. Citing the Nobel prize winner J.I. Friedman [7], “To

many physicists this was not surprising. Fractional charges were considered to be a really

strange and unacceptable concept, and the general point of view in 1966 was that quarks

were most likely just mathematical representations – useful but not real”.

Even when the first evidences of point-like objects in the nucleon were reported by

SLAC [8,9], the existence of quarks was not fully recognised by the whole particle physics

community until the 4th quark predicted by the theory [10], the charm quark, was dis-

covered in 1974 in the observation of the J/Ψ meson in e+e− annihilation [11,12].

With the onset of the Parton Model by R. Feynman [13], and later of the Quark

Parton Model [14], in addition to the three aforementioned quarks now called the valence

quarks, also sea quark and antiquark pairs were considered, as well as electrically neutral

partons with spin 1 (bosons), later called gluons. Experimental evidence of the gluons

existence was obtained in 1979 in DESY [15]. However, even with these complications it

was assumed that only quarks carry the spin of the proton.

In the same year of the J/Ψ discovery, an experiment at SLAC for the first time

scattered a polarised beam on a polarised target. From the obtained results one could

conclude that, within the large statistical uncertainties, indeed as expected quarks could

explain the spin of the nucleon [16, 17]. As in addition the (closely related) anomalous

magnetic moments of baryons were well described by the simplest Quark Parton Model,

for the next almost 15 years the study of the internal spin structure of the nucleon was

not considered a top priority.

For the vast majority of the community the EMC experiment, in which polarised

muons were interacting with a polarised target was supposed to just confirm the earlier

SLAC measurements and the expectation from the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule [19]. Needless to

say, the EMC result [20] came as a true surprise, the fraction of the proton spin carried

by quarks, ∆Σ, was measured to be ∆Σ = 0.12 ± 0.10 ± 0.14, instead of 1. Even if

relativistic corrections were later considered, see e.g. [21], the expected value of ∆Σ ≈ 0.6

was far away from the actual measurement. The importance of this discovery was clearly

recognised by the physics community, the two EMC papers having in total 3406 citations

as on 15 March 2016. The EMC experiment had a significant Polish contribution by
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B. Bade lek, J. Ciborowski, J. Gajewski, J.P. Nassalski, E. Rondio, L. Ropelewski and

A. Sandacz. The EMC discovery started the so called “spin crisis”. For the next two

decades it shaped the way the field of spin measurements evolved. The next generation of

experiments performed at CERN (SMC) [22], DESY (HERMES) [23] and at JLAB [24–26]

confirmed the EMC observation that the quarks can explain only a small fraction of the

nucleon spin.

In a more general case the spin of the nucleon can be carried by the helicity of quarks,

∆Σ, the helicity of gluons ∆G, as well as by the orbital angular momenta of quarks and

gluons Lq and Lg, respectively. In the so-called Jaffe-Manohar scheme this can be written

as

1

2
=

1

2
∆Σ + ∆G + Lq + Lg. (1.1)

Observe that this definition is not gauge invariant. It holds only in the so-called light-

cone gauge. However, this decomposition still plays an important role, as many of the

experimental results concerning lepton-nucleon scattering are interpreted in the light-cone

gauge. The proper gauge invariant definition of the nucleon spin is given by the Ji sum

rule [27].

At the end of the 90’s there were several reasons why the community decided to go after

a measurement of ∆G. From early unpolarised deep inelastic scattering measurements it

was known that quarks carry only about 50% of the proton momentum (in the infinite

momentum frame) [6]. The rest was postulated and later proved to be carried by gluons.

Thus, gluons were a natural candidate to solve yet another “crisis”. Moreover, due to

the so-called axial anomaly [28, 29], in case the gluon polarisation is large (∆G ≈ 2–3),

quarks could still carry a large fraction of the nucleon spin as predicted by simple models.

Observe however that such a large gluons polarisation would have to be compensated by

quark and gluon orbital momenta. This fact is hard to reconcile with the simple QPM,

where three quarks in the nucleon are supposed to be in the lowest orbital momentum

state. There was also one additional argument in favour of ∆G measurements, namely, at

that time there was no physical observable known which could be linked with the orbital

momenta of quarks and/or gluons in the nucleon.

Therefore, it was only natural that experiments like HERMES and SMC put the gluon

polarisation measurement in their agenda. Several experiments were planned, where the

gluon polarisation in the nucleon was considered as a flagship measurement in COMPASS

at CERN, STAR and PHENIX at RHIC.

Since then almost 30 years have passed but the “spin puzzle” persists. Originally the

COMPASS golden channel of analysis was the observation of the decay products of the
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D0 meson, D0 → Kπ. In the COMPASS kinematics the observation of a D0 meson is

a signature of the so-called photon-gluon fusion process, which is sensitive to the gluon

polarization in the nucleon. In the COMPASS proposal this channel was discussed in

detail using Monte-Carlo techniques. However, when the measurement was performed

it turned out that the background was vastly underestimated, and some of the crucial

efficiencies related to the spectrometer were overestimated. As a result the precision of

the gluon polarisation measurement was worse by a factor of about four compared to the

proposal expectations. This strongly motivated the search for more efficient methods of

gluon polarisation estimation. One of such new analysis methods was developed by the

author and it is described in this monograph.

The method is successful as it leads to the best estimate of the gluon polarisation in

the nucleon from all direct measurements performed so far. At the same time the method

is rather complex, and so far poorly documented1, which is unfortunate as the idea and

the method itself can be used in other experiments. Taking this into account the author

decided to include more details concerning the method and its application in the data

analysis than a reader would expect in this type of monograph.

The organisation of the monograph is the following. In the next chapter the formalism

describing deep inelastic scattering is given, as well as ideas concerning direct and indirect

methods of ∆G extraction. The results concerning the gluon helicity in the nucleon

obtained in previous measurements are presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 5 describes the

proposed method of ∆G/G extraction which is based on analysis of data with a hadron

observed in the final state. In Chapter 4 the COMPASS spectrometer is described. The

details concerning data selection are described in Chapter 6, while Monte Carlo models,

parametrised by Neural Network, which are needed to relate experimental observables

with the gluon polarisation are described in Chapter 7. In Chapter 8 the details concerning

the study of systematic uncertainties are presented. In Chapter 9 the obtained results

of the gluon polarisation in the nucleon are given, including a comparison with previous

measurements as well as with the extraction from global QCD fits. The summary and

outlook is presented in Chapter 10. Throughout the monograph natural units are assumed

in which ~ = c = 1. Observe that some figures are not intellectual property of the author,

therefore it may happen that the aforementioned convention is not fulfilled.

It should be stressed that in recent years large activities were started in order to un-

derstand the three-dimensional picture of the nucleon by studying Transverse Momentum

1Soon there will be a COMPASS paper published [30], of which I am the corresponding author. The

complexity of the analysis was one of the reasons why it was done by a team of post-docs, but as a result

there is no Ph.D. thesis on the subject.
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Dependent Parton Distribution functions and the Generalised Parton Distribution func-

tions. Presently, these functions can be linked in a model dependent way to the orbital

momenta of quarks and gluons. These very important steps forward in understanding the

multidimensional structure of the nucleon are beyond the scope of this monograph. For

a recent review of the spin physics of the nucleon see e.g. [31].
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Chapter 2

Deep inelastic scattering

The inelastic scattering process is a lepton nucleon scattering (lN → l′X) interaction

where a gauge boson (γ or Z0) is exchanged and the parent nucleon is destroyed. In case

the wavelength of the exchanged gauge boson allows to probe the internal structure of the

nucleon, we talk about Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS). In such a case DIS is an elastic

scattering of the lepton on a parton from the nucleon. A more precise definition of DIS will

be given once the relevant kinematic variables are defined, later in this section. Here, it is

worth mentioning that the COMPASS experiment has a centre of mass energy of about

17 GeV, much lower than the mass of the Z0 boson, and therefore Z0 mediated DIS can be

safely neglected. Another simplification used is that only one photon is exchanged between

the lepton and the target nucleon. It is the so-called “one photon approximation”. This

approximation is justified by the small value of the electromagnetic constant α ≈ 1/137

and the fact that the COMPASS target is built mainly of low atomic number elements.

The schematic Feynman diagram of the DIS process is presented in Fig. 2.1.

2.1 DIS kinematics

As already mentioned DIS is in fact an elastic scattering of a lepton on a parton inside

the nucleon. It turns out that for fixed beam energy only two variables are needed to

define the DIS kinematics. Let us define the following four-vectors of incoming (k) and

scattered lepton (k′) and target nucleon (p)

k = (E,~k) = (E, 0, 0, |~k|), (2.1)

k′ = (E ′, ~k′) = (E, |~k′| sin θ cosφ, |~k′| sin θ sinφ, |~k| cos θ), (2.2)
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X

γ∗ (q)

l’(k’)

l(k)

N(p)

Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram of DIS.

p = (EN , ~p) = (M, 0, 0, 0). (2.3)

Here E and ~k are the energy and three-momentum of the incoming lepton, respectively,

while E ′ and ~k′ have the same respective meaning but for the scattered lepton. COMPASS

is a fixed target experiment, therefore the four-vector of the incoming nucleon p, is defined

as a proton at rest, i.e. the energy EN is only related with the nucleon mass (M) and the

proton three-momentum ~p is zero. The angles θ, and φ are defined in Fig. 2.2. In this

figure there are also two other angles (ϕ and ζ ), which will be defined later in the text.

A definition of the DIS kinematics by just using k, k′ and p is possible, but inconvenient

due to their frame dependence. It is more natural to use the following Lorentz invariants,

Q2 = −q2 = (k − k′)2 ≈ 4EE ′ sin θ/2, (2.4)

ν =
pq

M
= E − E ′, (2.5)

y =
pq

pk
=

ν

E
, (2.6)

xBj =
−q2

2pq
=

Q2

2Mν
, (2.7)
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S
k’

k

θ

φ

ϕ

ζ

z

y

x

Figure 2.2: Definition of angles used to describe DIS.

W 2 = (p + q)2 = M2 + 2Mν −Q2 = M2 + Q2

(

1

xBj

− 1

)

. (2.8)

Here, the negative four-momentum transfer Q2 is related to the virtual photon wave-

length. The invariant ν is the energy of the virtual photon in the laboratory system.

The dimensionless variable y is in the range y ∈ (0, 1) and in the laboratory frame is the

fraction of the beam energy carried by the virtual photon. This variable is quite impor-

tant in spin measurements as the spin transfer from the muon to the virtual photon is

strongly correlated with the value of y. The second dimensionless variable is the so-called

Bjorken x, which also spans the range xBj∈ (0, 1). It has an interesting interpretation

given by Feynman [13]. Namely, in the so-called proton infinite momentum frame, where

all transverse momenta can be neglected, the Bjorken x corresponds to the fraction of the

nucleon momentum carried by the interacting parton. The variable W is the mass of the

produced hadronic system. At low values of W the interaction of a virtual photon with

the nucleon can produce an excited nucleon state. Such interactions are not part of DIS

and must be rejected. Observe that out of the five invariants presented in Eqs. (2.4)–(2.8)

only two are independent.

As a common practise the DIS region is defined as Q2 > 1 GeV2, so that the photon

wavelength is sufficiently small in order to probe the internal structure of the proton, and

the value of the strong coupling constant αS is small enough that perturbative Quan-

tum Chromodynamics is applicable. In addition W 2 > 5 GeV2 is required to avoid the
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aforementioned nucleon excitation region.

2.2 DIS cross section and structure functions

The DIS process double differential cross section, d2σ, can be defined in elements of dE ′

and solid angle of the scattered muon emission dΩ as

d2σ

dE ′dΩ
=

α

Q2
LµνW

µν . (2.9)

Here Lµν and W µν correspond to two four-rank tensors. The first one, Lµν , describes the

emission of a virtual photon from the lepton while the second tensor, W µν , describes the

internal structure of the hadron. In the description of DIS one assumes that the cross

section factorises, namely that the photon emission and its interaction with the hadron are

independent processes. Thus in Eq. 2.9 the product of the two aforementioned tensors

appears. The tensor Lµν can be calculated using the formalism of Quantum Electro

Dynamics (QED). Contrary to the previous case, W µν cannot be calculated within the

QCD formalism. The input must come from experimental data. However, QCD is able

to predict the Q2 evolution of W µν in case the latter is known at a certain reference scale

Q2
0.

These tensors can be decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric parts. The sym-

metric part is related to unpolarised lepton-nucleon scattering, while the antisymmetric

part depends on the helicity of the interacting particles. It should be noted that in order

to measure spin effects in DIS both the beam and the target must be polarised. For

a spin-1/2 target, both tensors can be parametrised by a combination of two structure

functions: the symmetric tensor by means of the F1 and F2 structure functions, while

for the antisymmetric tensor the g1 and g2 spin-dependent structure functions appear. In

the case of a spin-1 target, in addition to the four aforementioned functions other four

functions called b1−4 [32] are also present. However, these functions are expected to be

small for the deuteron case [32, 33], and hence, are usually neglected in the analyses and

also in the formalism.

The spin-dependent part of the cross-section can be decomposed as a linear combi-

nation of longitudinal and transverse terms. For the longitudinal term (σ||) the proton

is polarised parallel or antiparallel to the incoming lepton direction, i.e. the angle ζ de-

fined in Fig. 2.2 is 0 or π. For the transverse term (σ⊥) the polarisation of the target is

perpendicular to the incoming lepton direction, ζ being π/2.
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∆σ = cos ζσ|| + sin ζ cosφσ⊥. (2.10)

From the experimental point of view the absolute measurement of ∆σ is difficult. It is

more convenient to measure asymmetries, ∆σ/σ, where part of the possible experimental

uncertainties cancel. In order to measure the gluon polarisation ∆g, it is sufficient to

study only the case of the longitudinal polarisation of the target. The gluon polarisation

measurement relies on the counting rate asymmetry measurement,

A|| ≡ ALL =
N↑↓ −N↑↑

N↑↓ + N↑↑

. (2.11)

Here, the subscript “LL” denotes the longitudinal polarisation of both beam lepton and

target nucleon, while the arrows indicate the relative polarisations of beam and target.

As will be discussed later in Chapter 4, the COMPASS beam has negative polarisation,

while the target nucleons are polarised with either ζ = 0 or ζ = π. It is easier to

understand the connection between the measured asymmetry and the structure functions

if one re-writes the formalism of the lepton-nucleon scattering as a photon-nucleon one.

The latter formalism relies on Compton amplitudes, which depend upon the helicity of the

photon and nucleon. In the case of spin-1/2 target there are four Compton amplitudes,

while in the case of spin-1 target there are eight of them, see [32]. Note that all these

amplitudes can be related to the structure functions described earlier in the text,

σT
2 = (+1,+1,+1,+1) ∼ F1 − g1 + (κ− 1)g2, (2.12)

σT
1 = (+1, 0,+1, 0) ∼ F1, (2.13)

σT
0 = (+1,−1,+1,−1) ∼ F1 + g1 − (κ− 1)g2, (2.14)

σTL
1 = (+1, 0; 0,+1) ≈ σTL

0 = (+1,−1, 0, 0) ∼
√
κ− 1(g1 + g2), (2.15)

σTT
0 (+1,−1;−1,+1) ∼ 0, (2.16)

σL
1 (0,+1; 0 + 1) ≈ σL

0 (0, 0; 0, 0) ∼ −F1 +
κ

2xBj

F2, (2.17)

where σ
γ∗
pol

i (sγ∗ , SN; s′γ∗ , s′N) denotes the absorption cross section, where i is the third

component of the total angular momentum of the γ∗N system; the superscript γ∗
pol denotes
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the virtual photon polarisation (transverse (T) or longitudinal (L)). In case γ∗
pol is the same

for sγ∗ and s′γ∗ only one letter is used, and two are used otherwise; (sγ∗ , SN) and (s′γ∗ , s′N)

are the third components of the spin vector of the photon and of the nucleon before and

after the interaction, respectively; κ is a kinematic factor, κ = 1 + 4xBjM
2/Q2 = 1 + γ2.

Due to rather high values of ν in the COMPASS kinematics the factor κ is close to

one, or equivalently γ2 is close to zero. Observe that for simplicity b1−4 were omitted in

Eqs. (2.12)–(2.17).

Using the above formalism one can define the spin-dependent asymmetries A1 and A2

A1 =
3

2

σT
0 − σT

2

σT
0 + σT

1 + σT
2

, (2.18)

A2 =
3

2

σTL
0 + σTL

1

σT
0 + σT

1 + σT
2

. (2.19)

It is worth mentioning that the earlier omitted contribution from b1−4 anyway cancels

in the A1 and A2 definitions. Combining Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.19) with Eqs. (2.12)–

(2.17) one can rewrite A1 and A2 as a function of the spin-dependent g1, g2 and the spin

independent F1 structure function, namely

A1 =
g1 − γ2g2

F1

, (2.20)

A2 = γ
g1 + g2
F1

. (2.21)

The relation with the experimentally measured asymmetry A|| is the following

A|| = D(A1 + ηA2). (2.22)

Here, the depolarisation factor D ∈ (0, 1) describes the spin transfer from the incoming

lepton to the virtual photon, more details about this are given in Section 6.2. The factor

η ≈ γ(1−y)/(1−y/2) is small in the COMPASS case. Moreover, the measurements show

that the A2 asymmetry is small [34–37], especially with deuteron target. Therefore, the

term ηA2 can be safely neglected in the COMPASS case. In the COMPASS kinematic

region the following approximations hold

A|| ≈ DA1; g1 ≈ A1F1 ≈ A1
F2

2x(1 + R)
. (2.23)

Here, the formula on the right-hand side comes directly from Eq. (2.20), where the γ2

factor is neglected. The variable R is defined as the ratio of photo absorption cross section

for longitudinally and transversely polarised photons, σL/σT.
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2.3 Structure functions and gluons

In the previous section the DIS formalism was discussed and the connection between

structure functions, which describe the internal structure of the nucleon and physical ob-

servables was established. Here, more details concerning the interpretation of the structure

functions and their connection with the gluon distribution and gluon polarisation in the

nucleon is given.

In the simplest naive Quark Parton Model the structure functions can be expressed

by the quark distribution functions, q(xBj),

F1(xBj) =
1

2

∑

q

e2qq(xBj) ≡
1

2

∑

q

e2q(q
+(xBj) + q−(xBj)), (2.24)

g1(xBj) =
1

2

∑

q

e2q∆q(xBj) ≡
1

2

∑

q

e2q(q
+(xBj) − q−(xBj)). (2.25)

The sum is over active flavours, however in the COMPASS kinematics it is usually enough

to consider only the lightest quarks u, d, s and their corresponding anti-quarks. The

electric charge of quark flavours q is denoted by eq. The superscripts ‘+’ or ‘−’ refer to

the 3rd component of the quark spin vector being parallel or antiparallel to that of the

parent nucleon. The most important information from the point of view of the gluon

distribution function or gluon polarisation in the nucleon is that gluons are not present

in the definition of structure functions. This steams from the simple fact that the gluon

has zero electric charge, and thus do not couple directly to photons. This fact makes

the gluon polarisation measurements quite difficult. It is also the reason why almost 20

years after the first ideas of gluon polarisation measurements were proposed the gluon

polarisation in the nucleon is still not accurately known.

It is worth mentioning that in this model R = 0, i.e. only transverse photons can

interact with the nucleon. Therefore, F2 = 2xBjF1, which is called Callan–Gross relation

[38]. There is no physical interpretation for the g2 structure function in the QPM, but it

is predicted to be zero.

In the naive QPM the structure functions depend only upon xBj, this is the so-called

Bjorken scaling. This is indeed observed in the data in the moderate range xBj ≈ 0.1

where, as a matter of fact the first experiments exploring the internal structure of the

nucleon were lucky to perform measurements. However, as Q2 increases the virtual photon

wavelength decreases, thus becoming sensitive to more details of the internal nucleon

structure. The object which at a certain Q2 may be identified as a quark, if measured

at higher Q2 could be identified as a quark which emitted a gluon. Therefore, in the
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QCD improved parton model a scaling violation is observed. The structure function g1 is

defined as

g1(xBj, Q
2) =

1

2

∑

q

e2q

∫ 1

x

du

u
∆q(u,Q2)Cq(x/u, αS(Q2))

+
〈e2q〉

2
nf

∫ 1

x

du

u
∆g(u,Q2)Cg(x/u, αS(Q2)),

(2.26)

where Cq and Cg are the so-called coefficient functions. These functions can be approx-

imated by series in powers of αS. For example in LO the first term Cq = δ(1 − x), and

Cg = 0. In NLO in addition to the LO terms corrections proportional to αS(Q2)/(2π)

appear. For simplicity a generic x has been used. As will be explained later in the

text, beyond LO approximation one can define different x variables for different types

of processes. However, note that on the left-hand side of Eqs. (2.26) the xBj is used

and not just x. The (polarised) gluon distribution function is indicated by (∆)g(x,Q2).

The gluon contribution to the nucleon spin, ∆G, is the first moment of ∆g(x,Q2), i.e.
∫ 1

0
∆g(x,Q2)dx.

One of the consequences of Cq and Cg values at LO is that one retrieves back the

simple formula in Eq. (2.25) for the g1 structure function, except for explicit (xBj, Q
2)

dependencies instead of just xBj. This means that in LO, even in the QCD improved

parton model, gluons do not contribute directly to the g1 structure function. However,

they do contribute in NLO approximation.

One of the aspects of the QCD improved parton model is that the Q2 dependence of

the parton distribution functions can be predicted for any Q2 value in case it is known at

some other reference Q2
0 value. The so-called PDF evolution is governed by the DGLAP

evolution equations [39–41]

d

dlog(Q2)

(

∆qS

∆g

)

(x,Q2) =
αS(Q2)

2π

∫ 1

x

du

u
(

∆Pqq ∆Pqg

∆2nfPgq ∆Pgg

)

(x/u, αS(Q2))

(

∆qS

∆g

)

(x,Q2
0).

(2.27)

Assuming that only the three lightest quark flavours are active, i.e. u, d, s, and for

simplicity skipping (x,Q2) dependence, here ∆qS = ∆u+∆d+∆s, where for each flavour

the sum of quarks and antiquarks is considered. The first moment of ∆qS is equal to

∆Σ. The splitting functions Pij can be calculated as a series in αS. The evolution of the

non-singlet distributions η3 = ∆u − ∆d and η8 = ∆u + ∆d − 2∆s is also governed by the
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DGLAP equations. However, these non-singlet evolutions are decoupled from the gluon

one.

The most common approach to the unpolarised gluon PDF measurement is to study

the scaling violation of the F2 structure function. The world data on the cross-section

measurement are presented in Fig. 2.3, [42]. The scaling violation is clearly seen as an

increase of the cross section at low xBj with increasing Q2. The studies are performed by

means of the so-called QCD fit. In the simplest scenario the quark and gluon distributions

are parametrised at the reference scale, Q2
0. By means of the DGLAP equations these

distributions can be evolved to the Q2 value of each experimental point used in the

analysis. Using e.g. a χ2 estimator one can define how well given input densities describe

the data and by χ2 minimisation one obtains optimal parton densities at the reference

scale. In Fig. 2.4 the actual results of the PDFs obtained in the HERAPDF2.0 QCD fit

are presented [42]. The gluon PDF is reasonably well constrained.

Exactly the same idea can be used in order to constrain the gluon polarisation in the

nucleon. Namely, the scaling violation of the g1 structure function needs to be studied.

The COMPASS NLO QCD fit to the world data on the g1 of proton, deuteron and neutron

is presented in Section 3.1. Here, one should mention that the gluon polarisation is not

well constrained by such a fit. The main reason being that so far only polarised DIS was

measured in the fixed target experiments, which forms just a corner of the phase space

presented in Fig. 2.3. Therefore, more direct methods for the extraction of the gluon

polarisation in the nucleon have to be found.

2.4 Direct ∆g/g measurements

As mentioned in the previous section the gluons do not contribute to the DIS cross-section

at LO pQCD, therefore higher-order processes have to be studied. The two diagrams

contributing at NLO to the cross section are presented in Fig. 2.5 together with leading

process (LP) photo absorption. In the first NLO diagram, denoted as b) in Fig. 2.5, the

gluon emission in the Compton process (QCDC) is accounted for. This process does not

carry any information about the gluon polarisation and can be treated together with LP

as a background. The second NLO diagram, denoted as c) in Fig. 2.5, is the photon-

gluon fusion (PGF) process, where the virtual photon interacts with a quark or antiquark

from g → qq̄. This process is sensitive to the gluon polarisation in the nucleon and is

considered as the signal process. Observe that the direct measurement of ∆g/g will be

performed at a certain xg range, where xg is the nucleon momentum fraction carried by

the gluon in a PGF process. The available range of xg is limited by the experimental
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Figure 2.3: Cross-section measurement results of lepton proton scattering. The fitted lines

correspond to the HERAPDF2.0 fit. Reprinted figure from [42] under Creative Common

4.0 license.

conditions and thus the extraction of ∆G, i.e. the 1st moment of ∆g(xg) would require

considerable extrapolations. One can also define xC as the nucleon momentum fraction

carried by the struck quark in the QCDC process. Note that for each PGF and QCDC

event type one can also calculate xBj, where xBj < xg, xC. However, only for the LP the

xBj can be interpreted as the nucleon momentum fraction carried by the struck quark.

For simplicity reasons sometimes these different types of x are not distinguished, see e.g.

Eqs. (2.26).

The optimal process for the direct gluon polarisation measurement seems to be the

measurement of the spin-dependent asymmetries from open charm events. Since heavy

charm quarks are not present in the nucleon in the first approximation they do not con-

tribute to LP or QCDC processes. Therefore, in a LO approximation the open charm

production is a pure PGF process. Such events were studied in COMPASS, and the anal-

ysis of the gluon polarisation at LO and NLO was performed. The details are presented in

Subsection 3.2.1. Unfortunately, due to the COMPASS moderate centre-of-mass energy

and high charm quark mass the gluon polarisation measurement from open charm has a
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Figure 2.4: The PDFs extracted in HERAPDF2.0. Reprinted figure from [42] under

Creative Common 4.0 license.

limited statistical precision.

What is left from the point of view of DIS are studies of the PGF process in the case

when a gluon fluctuates into a pair of light quarks. In such case there is a considerable

background related to LP and QCDC processes, which has to be accounted for and sub-

tracted. One should stress that PGF and QCDC kinematics are defined on the parton

level, see e.g. [43]. However, in the experiment only final state hadrons are detected.

Therefore, a model is needed to interpret the “raw” results of such measurement. In fact

typically only 6% of the events, according to the LEPTO [44] model are coming from

PGF, the remaining being about 12% from QCDC and the rest from LP. What makes

such an analysis possible is the fact that hadrons produced in PGF and QCDC have larger

transverse momenta than in LP. Namely, in the case of LP the transverse momentum of

the hadron is related to the intrinsic kT of the quark in the nucleon as well as to the p⊥ ob-

tained in the fragmentation process. Both kT and p⊥ are rather small, resulting in a small

value of hadron transverse momentum (pT) measured with respect to the virtual photon

direction. The situation is different for PGF and QCDC processes where significant pT

can be generated in the hard process itself.
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Figure 2.5: Feynman diagrams for a) the leading-order process (LP), b) Compton gluon

radiation (QCDC), and c) photon–gluon fusion (PGF).

Therefore, the idea of a ∆g/g measurement from PGF with light quarks in the final

state is to study the spin asymmetries (A1 or ALL) of hadrons produced with large pT,

where the contribution of higher-order processes (PGF and QCDC) is enhanced with

respect to LP. Results of such measurements are presented in Section 3.2. In fact the

same idea as presented here for the DIS case can be also used to study low Q2 data,

where p2T becomes a hard scale and allows for perturbative treatment. Results of such

studies are also presented in Section 3.2.

The aim of this monograph is to present a novel method of ∆g/g extraction using

PGF events with light quarks produced in the final state. Instead of using only the high-

pT region the proposed method uses hadrons in the whole pT spectrum to be able to

simultaneously extract ALP
1 asymmetries as well as ∆g/g. Such a treatment reduces the

systematic uncertainties related to the ∆g/g extraction as well as improves the statistical

uncertainties as compared to the method used previously. The details of the proposed

method are presented in Section 5.2.



Chapter 3

Previous ∆G measurements

In this section an overview of previous ∆G and ∆g/g measurements is presented. First

is discussed the most model-independent way of ∆G extraction from the scaling violation

of the spin-dependent structure function g1. Next, the direct methods of ∆g/g extraction

from analyses of asymmetries in the production of high transverse momentum hadrons

(pairs) and open charm events are presented. Results of SMC, HERMES and COMPASS

experiments are described in this section. Finally, in the last part, the results of STAR,

PHENIX and COMPASS experiments on double longitudinal spin asymmetries ALL are

discussed.

3.1 Scaling violation of g1

As mentioned in Section 2.3, the polarised gluon distribution ∆g(xg) can be obtained

from the scaling violation of the g1(xBj, Q
2) spin-dependent structure function.

The scaling violation is an ideal tool for studying ∆g. On one side, the g1 is well under-

stood in the theory. On the other side, its measurement involves only the reconstruction

of incoming and scattered leptons (i.e. inclusive measurement), thus it is relatively easy

to perform. Therefore, the measurement of the scaling violation of g1 is considered to

be the most model-independent way of measuring the gluon helicity contribution to the

nucleon spin. However, so far the g1 measurements in the perturbative region exist only

in a limited range of xBj and Q2. The reason is that all world-wide measurements were

performed in fixed-target experiments as no polarised ep collider ever existed. This may

change if the planned EIC accelerator is built [45].

There are quite some NLO pQCD fits of the g1 structure function available, see e.g.

[46–49]. In the recent COMPASS fit the world-wide data set of the g1 structure function
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for p, n and d were used in the fit [20,22,24,26,47–54]. The example of the data coverage

on the deuteron g1 structure function is presented in Fig. 3.1. The kinematic coverage on

the proton data is very similar to the deuteron case. Note the much smaller kinematic

coverage of the existing data in the polarised case comparing to unpolarised case presented

in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 3.1: World gd1 data used in the COMPASS NLO fit. See text for details. Reprinted

figure from [50] under Creative Common 4.0 license.

In Fig. 3.2 the polarised quark and gluon distributions are presented. In the top row

the results from x∆qS and x∆g are shown in the left and right panel respectively. In the

bottom row quark combinations of x∆u, x∆d and x∆s are presented from left to right

respectively. The distributions are shown at Q2 = 3 GeV2, figure comes from [50]. Note

that for simplicity the x variable is used, without distinction between xBj or xg. The two
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∆g solutions shown correspond to two different assumptions concerning the functional

form of ∆qS (with/without zero crossing). It should be noted that both solutions give

comparable χ2 in the fit. The dark blue band marks the statistical uncertainty defined as

χ2
min + 1. The light blue band defines systematic uncertainties. For example, it turns out

that by just changing the reference scale Q2
0 at which ∆g and ∆qS are parametrised one

is able to obtain almost any solution within the marked region.

In summary the scaling violation of the spin-dependent g1 structure function gives

the most model-independent access to ∆g and its first moment ∆G. Unfortunately, the

limited kinematics coverage of the present experimental data results in imprecise values of

∆g obtained from the QCD fits of g1. The future EIC machine would largely improve the

available kinematic coverage in xBj and Q2, and thus significantly improve the precision

of ∆g obtained with this method.
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Figure 3.2: The results of the COMPASS NLO pQCD fit to the world g1 data. Top

row: Extracted distribution of ∆qS(x) and ∆g(x), on left and right panel respectively.

Bottom row, from left to right: Extracted values of x∆u, x∆d and x∆s, respectively. No

distinction is made between xBj and xg. See text for details. Reprinted figure from [50]

under Creative Common 4.0 license.
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3.2 Direct measurements of ∆g/g

As the most model-independent way of accessing the gluon polarisation gives currently

rather imprecise results, other methods were developed in order to study ∆g. The direct

extraction methods concentrated on studying the photon-gluon-fusion process (PGF),

which in the lowest order (in αS) is sensitive to the gluon polarisation in the nucleon. In

this section several such attempts are presented. They are ordered not according to the

date of publication but rather in the degree of model dependence of the corresponding

∆g/g result.

3.2.1 COMPASS open charm analyses

The cleanest way to access the PGF process in the COMPASS kinematic domain is the

observation of open charm mesons. The charm quarks, due to their large mass (mc ≈ 1.5

GeV2) are not present in the nucleon. Therefore, when the D0 meson is detected it is

very likely that it was created in a PGF process. To be more precise, in LO pQCD

there is no other process except PGF which contributes to the open charm production.

Unfortunately, the COMPASS centre-of-mass energy is only about 17 GeV. At such low

energy the cross-section for open charm meson production is rather low. Therefore, the

∆g/g results from the analysis of open charm events in COMPASS have limited statistical

precision.

The analysis of open charm events is presented in [55], while a detailed description

of the experimental part can be found in a Ph.D. thesis [56] and more theoretical details

are presented in the D.Sc. thesis [57]. The resulting value of ∆g/g obtained in the LO

analysis of COMPASS data is

∆g

g

LO

= −0.06 ± 0.21stat. ± 0.08syst. (3.1)

at hard scale 〈µ2〉 = 13 GeV2, and 〈xg〉 = 0.11.

In the same works, the NLO analysis for direct ∆g/g extraction is performed. So far

it is the only analysis in the world which managed to extract directly ∆g/g in NLO. In

NLO approximation the charm mesons are produced not only in the PGF process, but

also in processes which probe the quark polarisation. This contribution from non-PGF

processes has to be calculated and subtracted, see aforementioned [55] and [57]. The

obtained result from the COMPASS NLO analysis is:

∆g

g

NLO

= −0.13 ± 0.15stat. ± 0.15syst. (3.2)
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at average hard scale 〈µ2〉 = 13 and 〈xg〉 = 0.20.

Here, it is also worth noticing the large difference between the estimated 〈xg〉 values

probed in the two approximations. It was verified that the larger 〈xg〉 value for NLO comes

from the kinematic constraints for additional gluon emissions. These constraints can

only be simulated properly in Monte Carlo programs where the COMPASS spectrometer

acceptance is well described. It was indeed verified that without acceptance simulation

the average xg values in LO and NLO are very similar. This fact may also explain the

observation made in [58], that 〈xg〉 between LO and NLO approximation is similar 1.

3.2.2 SMC high-pT hadron pairs analysis

The main idea of accessing the gluon polarisation from hadrons (pairs) produced with

high-pT is that in leading order the photon absorption process is suppressed, while higher-

order processes like PGF and QCDC are enhanced, see e.g. [59]. The first successful

experiment which tried this kind of approach was SMC. This experiment was a predecessor

of COMPASS, located in the same experimental hall and using positive muon beam at

190 GeV, i.e. 30 GeV higher beam energy than COMPASS.

The fractions of the processes contributing to the collected event sample cannot be

estimated from data, instead models like the LEPTO generator with LUND string frag-

mentation have to be used [44]. Observe that contrary to the open charm case presented

before, in the LO analysis of high-pT pairs there is a physics background which has to be

subtracted.

In order to keep the physics background description under control the analysis was

performed in the DIS region Q2 > 1 GeV2. The two hadrons with the highest transverse

momentum with respect to the virtual photon direction were selected with pT,1, pT,2 > 0.7

GeV and p2T,1 + p2T,2 > 2.5 GeV2. The details of the analysis can be found in [60]. In this

study artificial Neural Network (NN) was used for the first time to optimise the signal

(PGF) selection, cf. [61]. The obtained result was

∆g

g
= −0.20 ± 0.28stat. ± 0.10syst. (3.3)

at 〈µ2〉 = 3 GeV2 and 〈xg〉 = 0.07. The statistical uncertainty of the obtained results was

quite large. Thus, the measurement was inconclusive.

1For the work presented in [58], the authors did not have access to detailed COMPASS spectrometer

simulation program.
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3.2.3 COMPASS analysis of high-pT hadron pairs with Q2 > 1

GeV2

The COMPASS analysis of high-pT hadron pairs is based on a similar principle to the

aforementioned analysis of SMC. However, there were noteworthy improvements per-

formed. First of all, the background treatment was improved. This fact allowed to be

less restrictive with pT cuts, which were kept as pT,1 > 0.7 GeV, pT,2 > 0.4 GeV and

p2T,1 + p2T,2 > 1.0 GeV2, resulting in a large increase in figure of merit (FOM). Secondly,

a more advanced method of NN usage allowed for an estimation of the signal and back-

ground process fractions on an event-by-event basis. This further improved the FOM .

In addition the extraction of ∆g/g was for the first time performed in three xg bins.

The described analysis is a predecessor of the analysis presented in this thesis, therefore

it will be described in more details in Chapter 5. The most detailed description can be

found in the Ph.D. theses [62,63], and D.Sc. thesis [57]. The final result of ∆g/g, published

in [64], is:
∆g

g
= 0.125 ± 0.060stat. ± 0.065syst. (3.4)

at average hard scale 〈µ2〉 = 3 GeV2, and 〈xg〉 = 0.09.

3.2.4 COMPASS high-pT hadron pairs analysis with Q2 < 1

GeV2

COMPASS collected about 10 times more data in the range of Q2 < 1 GeV2 than for

Q2 > 1 GeV2. Therefore, using these data in the ∆g/g analysis should bring a significant

increase in precision. The low Q2 region, Q2 < 1 GeV2, is non-perturbative. However, for

the high-pT hadron pair production there is a hard scale, given by the hadron pT itself.

Thus, in order to ensure factorisation it was decided to keep the pT cuts rather high,

p2T,1 +p2T,2 > 2.5 GeV2. In this analysis the background description is much more complex

than in the DIS region. According to the PYTHIA generator [69], which was used to

interpret these data, the region of interest is dominated by resolved photon processes

and some of them are background while others are sensitive to the gluon polarisation.

In addition there are also the so-called low pT processes, which cannot be interpreted in

pQCD. In spite of all these difficulties it should be noted that the average fraction of PGF

process in the sample is large, about 30%, so these data are indeed sensitive to ∆g/g.

Also, it is worth mentioning that the fraction of QCDC process predicted by PYTHIA

amounts to only about 12% of the total cross-section. This value will be further discussed

in Subsection 3.3.2.
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The details of the analysis can be found in the Ph.D. thesis of [65], which also contains

the most up-to-date results of this type of analysis:

∆g

g
= 0.016 ± 0.058stat. ± 0.055syst. (3.5)

at scale 〈µ2〉 = 3 GeV2 and 〈xg〉=0.09. Only the COMPASS data from the period 2002–

2004 were analysed in this work. The results which are actually published, cf. [66], contain

only the analysis of 2002–2003 data, and the value of ∆g/g is:

∆g

g
= 0.024 ± 0.089stat. ± 0.057syst. (3.6)

at 〈µ2〉 = 3 GeV2 and 〈xg〉 = 0.095.

3.2.5 HERMES high-pT analysis, all Q2 domain

The HERMES fixed-target experiment at the HERA accelerator at DESY used polarised

electron or positron beams with momentum 27.6 GeV impinging on a polarised gaseous

target of p or d. The experiment took place from 1995 to 2007.

In fact HERMES was the first experiment to publish results on the direct ∆g/g ex-

traction, cf. [67] from the analysis of high-pT hadron pairs. However, these results were

later superseded by a newer analysis, which increased the statistical precision by a factor

of 10, but also claimed larger systematic uncertainties than those of [67], by a factor of 4.

Therefore, here only the result of the latest analysis of HERMES [68] is presented.

In order to optimise the statistical uncertainty of the obtained results HERMES uses

the whole Q2 range. However, due to the spectrometer configuration, scattered electrons

at low angles (i.e. coming from low Q2 events) cannot be detected. As a result for most of

the sample the kinematics of the event is not known. Instead, events with a hadron having

pT larger than 1 GeV with respect to the beam line are considered. Observe that each

hadron in a given event which fulfils the pT criterium is counted separately. Such a sample

contains about 90% of the data analysed in HERMES. The data with Q2 > 0.1 GeV2,

where a scattered lepton is detected and the hadron pT can be calculated with respect

to γ∗ amounts to about 4% of the data sample. Finally, the third sample of events used

in the analysis contains hadron pairs with p2T > 2.0 GeV2, calculated with respect to the

beam line. To interpret these data in terms of ∆g/g the PYTHIA generator [69] is used.

The final result is:

∆g

g
= 0.049 ± 0.034stat. ± 0.010syst.exp.

+0.126

−0.099syst.models. (3.7)
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at average hard scale 〈µ2〉 = 1.35 GeV2 and 〈xg〉 = 0.22.

The summary of the LO and NLO results of the ∆g/g direct extractions is presented

in Fig. 3.3. While high values of the gluon polarisation are excluded by these results, the

sign of the gluon polarisation can still be debated.
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Figure 3.3: The ∆g/g results from direct extractions using open charm or high-pT hadrons

(pairs) from [60, 64, 66, 68]. The internal uncertainty band marks the statistical uncer-

tainty, while the external error bars mark the total uncertainty, where the statistical and

systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature. The horizontal bar corresponds to

the RMS of the probed xg range.

3.3 Measurements of ALL as a function of jet or

hadron pT

Studies of the gluon polarisation were also performed in p–p collisions at the Relativistic

Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). Since two compound objects collide, the interpretation of such

a data is rather difficult. That is why RHIC experiments STAR and PHENIX, instead of

extracting ∆g/g, publish only double longitudinal spin asymmetries. These asymmetries
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can be interpreted in pQCD and used in global pQCD fits, see e.g. [70, 71]. With some

modifications the ALL asymmetries at high-pT and low Q2 from COMPASS can also be

interpreted in the pQCD collinear formalism, cf. [72].

3.3.1 RHIC results

For the currently available data set, the protons in RHIC were accelerated to reach an

energy of 200 GeV in the centre of mass. In the region where high pT jets or hadrons (π0)

are produced the dominant processes are related to gluon-gluon and gluon-quark fusion.

The first process is effectively sensitive to the square of the gluon polarisation, while in

the second the sensitivity is just linear. It should be also noted that contrary to the DIS

case, in hadronic collisions the event-by-event kinematics is not well known. As a result

one must interpret these data globally, integrating over the available phase space.

What is measured experimentally is just a cross section asymmetry Aexp
LL between

parallel σ++ and antiparallel σ+− collisions of polarised protons

Aexp
LL =

1

P 2
b

σ++ − σ+−

σ++ + σ+−
, (3.8)

where the dilution due to limited beam polarisation is taken into account (Pb). There

are several measurements of such asymmetries obtained for various final states from the

two RHIC experiments: STAR and PHENIX [73–87]. In the next step theory groups

use these data in their approaches, based on pQCD collinear models. It should be noted

that recent global fits including RHIC data suggest that the gluon polarisation in the

measured range xg ∈ (0.05–0.20) is positive, see e.g. [92]. In that work the integral
∫ 0.2

0.05
∆gdxg = 0.10 ± 0.07. The extrapolated integral

∫ 1

0.05
∆gdxg = 0.20 ± 0.07, where

the constraint of ∆g in the high xg region comes from the scaling violation of the g1

structure function. Due to the lack of measurements at low xg the integral
∫ 1

0.001
∆gdxg

is poorly constrained between −0.4 and 1.1. In order to extend the range of xg towards

lower values, in 2013 RHIC performed measurements at higher centre-of-mass energy of

500 GeV. To the author’s knowledge so far these data were not yet used in global QCD

fits.

3.3.2 COMPASS results

As suggested by the authors of [72], a similar method to the one used at RHIC could be

applied to the COMPASS data in the photo-production limit, where p2T ≫ Q2, as only one
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Figure 3.4: An example of RHIC results, the ALL asymmetries in jet production from

the STAR experiment compared to various NLO pQCD fits. See [84] for details. Figure

reprinted with permission from [84], Copyright (2015) by the American Physical Society.

hard scale can be easily treated in the theory. First of all, due to the COMPASS centre-of-

mass energy which is lower than RHIC, it is not clear if the model can be indeed applied

in the COMPASS kinematics. The first results have shown a discrepancy by a factor

4 between the observed and the predicted cross sections for high-pT hadron production.

The discrepancy was reduced to an acceptable level when the so-called gluon threshold

re-summation was included in the calculation [88] . The comparison between COMPASS

data and the model is presented in [89]. It should be noted that these re-summations

are only available for the unpolarised cross-section. For the polarised case they are still

being calculated, some partial results were recently published in [90]. Therefore, for the

moment one has to be careful when interpreting COMPASS ALL in terms of the gluon

polarisation in the nucleon.

The COMPASS results for the proton target, and their comparison with ∆g curves ob-

tained from the NLO pQCD fit are presented in Fig. 3.5. The curves marked as ‘GRSVmin’

and ‘GRSVmax’ come from [91], the ‘DSSV’ curve corresponds to the fit results from [92]
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that include the RHIC data discussed in Subsection 3.3.1. Generally COMPASS data

suggest that ∆g is positive in the measured region of xg, the same conclusion drawn from

RHIC data. For most of the results there is a good agreement between COMPASS and the

DSSV fit. However, in the case of positive hadrons at low pseudo-rapidity there is a clear

preference for larger values of ∆g. It should be stressed that due to u quark dominance

for positive hadrons and proton target the relevant asymmetry from the background pro-

cesses is dominated by ∆u/u term, i.e. the relative polarisation of the up quarks in the

nucleon. Thus, data in this region should be the easiest to interpret, while exactly here

the tension between data and model is found. It should be also noticed that the large

value of the predicted asymmetry in the discussed region is also related to the fact that

the pQCD calculation using this collinear model estimates that the fraction of events from

the QCDC process (i.e. sensitive to ∆u/u) of more than 50% in the high-pT region. This

value can be roughly compared with the 12% of QCDC process found in PYTHIA for

the hadron pairs analysis described in Subsection 3.2.4. In any case the final conclusions

concerning the ∆g/g value and/or the applicability of the model from [88], can only be

reached once the gluon re-summations are available for the polarised case. The details of

this analysis, including results for the proton and deuteron target, can be found in [93].
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Figure 3.5: The COMPASS results of ALL for the proton target as a function of pseudo-

rapidity η (rows), for positive (left column) and negative hadrons (right column). The

theory curves come from [91] and [92]. There is a tension observed between data and

models for the positive hadrons at low pseudo rapidity. Figure made by COMPASS

Collaboration.



Chapter 4

Experimental set-up

COMPASS is the fourth generation experiment in series studying the (spin) structure

of the nucleon in muoproduction in DIS process at CERN. The previous experiments

were the European Muon Collaboration (EMC), the New Muon Collaboration (NMC)

and the Spin Muon Collaboration (SMC). All of them used the same experimental hall

and the same beam line. The detailed description of the COMPASS set-up can be found

in [94]. In this chapter only the most relevant information concerning the muon beam,

polarised target, and the COMPASS spectrometer are given. The trigger system and the

COMPASS analysis chain are also briefly discussed.

4.1 The muon beam

The COMPASS uses tertiary muon beam obtained from pion decays which were produced

in the interaction of protons with a solid target. The beam is delivered in cycles called

spills. About 1.2·1013 protons per cycle are accelerated in Super-Proton-Synchrotron

(SPS) to energy of about 400 GeV, the typical acceleration time being 9.6 s. After the

acceleration they are extracted in about 4.8 s and hit a 500 mm long beryllium target. The

secondary pions produced in the p-Be interaction are focused using set of quadrupoles,

and a certain momentum range with a spread of about ±10% is selected using three dipole

magnets. The selected pions are transported through a 600 m decay tunnel, where a few

percent of them decay into muons.

These muons are further focused using quadrupole magnets, while not accompanying

pions are stopped using nine Be absorbers 1.1 m long each. A set of collimators selects 160

GeV muons, with a momentum spread of about 5%. The beam momentum is measured

with a precision better than 1% by a set of scintillating fibre detectors, called BMS,
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surrounding one of the dipole magnets of the beam line. The typical beam spot, at the

position of the COMPASS target is 8 × 8 mm2 (Root Mean Square (RMS)). Due to

radio-protection issues the maximum allowed muon flux is limited to about 2·108 per SPS

cycle.

The pion decay violates parity and as a result the muons from the pion decays are

polarised. The level of polarisation of the muon in the laboratory frame depends upon

the energy ratio of the decay muon (Eµ) and the parent pion (Eπ), their masses (mµ,mπ)

and is given by

Pµ± ≈
m2

π
+ (1 − 2Eπ

Eµ
)m2

µ

m2
π
−m2

µ

. (4.1)

Since there is a limit on the maximum muon flux, one should optimise the FOM to

obtain the smallest statistical uncertainties of the performed measurement. In COMPASS

the optimal beam polarisation is −0.80±0.04%, which gives the parent pion mean energy

of 172 GeV. The beam polarisation is not measured directly in COMPASS. Instead its

estimation is based on a dedicated beam line Monte-Carlo simulation [95], whose validity

was confirmed by the SMC measurement of the beam polarisation [96].

4.2 The polarised target

The measurement of the gluon polarisation was from the beginning one of the main goals

of COMPASS. In order to optimise the statistical uncertainty of the measurement the

optimal target material had to be chosen. Namely, the one which can be polarised to

a high degree and in which the fraction of polarisable material is high. Having this

in consideration the 6LiD material was selected. This material can be polarised up to

50%. Moreover, the 6Li can be considered as 4He + D, cf. [97]. As a result four out of

eight nucleons of the target can be polarised. Apart from the main target material there

are also other target impurities like 1H, 2D, 7Li, 12C, 19F, in addition 3He, 4He coming

for the target cooling system, and 59Ni and 64Cu coming from the target polarisation

measurement system. In total about 85% of weight of the target material is related to
6LiD.

The COMPASS target was composed of two cylindrical 60 cm long and 3 cm in

diameter cells. The cells are put one after another in the direction of the beam line, with

a 10 cm gap between them. They are filled with 6LiD in a bath of 3He and 4He cooling

mixture. The target is kept in a strong magnetic field created by the superconducting

solenoid taken from the SMC experiment [98]. The magnet system consists of a solenoid

providing up to 2.5 T field and a dipole field of up to 0.5 T. The dipole field is used
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to reverse the target polarisation (every 8 hours) in order to cancel systematic effects

related to the spectrometer acceptance and stability. The presented set-up was used for

the majority of the analysed data in the years 2002 to 2004. For the 2006 year the target

system was improved. Namely, in order to reduce systematic effects, instead of two target

cells three cells were introduced; with a length of 30 cm-60 cm-30 cm respectively, and 5 cm

gap between the cells. In addition, instead of the SMC solenoid, a dedicated COMPASS

solenoid was built. The new solenoid enlarged the COMPASS angular acceptance from

±70 mrad to ±180 mrad.

Due to the low value of the nuclear magnetic moment, low temperature and high

magnetic field are not sufficient to polarise deuterons to high degree using the Zeeman

effect. For the magnetic field of 2.5 T and temperature about 0.5 K, the polarisation of

deuterons would be about 0.1%. Instead, to achieve a hight level of deuteron (or nucleon)

polarisation a technique called Dynamic nuclear Polarisation [99] is used. In COMPASS

the polarisation of the 6LiD target takes about 3–5 days to achieve about 50% polarisation.

After the wanted level of target polarisation is reached, the target temperature is lowered

to about 50 mK. In this mode, called frozen spin mode, the polarisation relaxation time

exceeds 3000 hours.

The neighbouring target cells are polarised in opposite directions. This allows for

simultaneous data taking with two target spin configurations. The aforementioned target

field reversal helps to cancel acceptance effects. To further reduce systematic effects at

least once per year the relative polarisation of the cells with respect to the solenoid field

is also reversed. For this operation the target polarisation must be destroyed and re-built.

This operation is not performed more often mostly due to the long polarisation built up

time of the 6LiD target.

4.3 COMPASS spectrometer

The COMPASS spectrometer was optimised to measure hadrons and muons over a large

momentum range, between 0.5 and 160 GeV. It consists of a beam telescope and two

spectrometers built around two dipole magnets. The first is the so-called Large Angle

Spectrometer, (LAS) and the second is the Small Angle Spectrometer (SAS).

The beam telescope consisted of scintillating fibres detectors (FI) and Silicon detectors

(SI). The FI have a typical resolution of about 100 µm and a time resolution of about 0.4

ns, while the SI have spatial resolution of 10 µm, and time resolution of 2.5 ns. Excellent

time resolution of FI and spatial resolution of SI allow to correlate the information between

the beam telescope and the momentum measurement in BMS located 100 m before the
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COMPASS target.

The first spectrometer (LAS) is built around the first dipole spectrometer magnet

(SM1), which is characterised by a
∫

Bdl = 1.1 Tm. This large angle spectrometer

consists of various tracking detectors like: scintillating fibres, micromegas (MM), GEMs

(GM), drift chambers (DC), straw detectors (ST) and multi wire proportional chambers

(PA). The sizes of the detectors varies from 0.05×0.05 m2 to 3.2×2.7 m2 and resolutions

from 100 µm to 1000 µm. Apart from the mentioned tracking detectors the LAS includes

also a Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) which allows for the identification of π, K, and

p with low momentum thresholds 3 GeV, 9 GeV and 18 GeV, respectively, and up to 50

GeV. The first spectrometer ends with a Hadron Calorimeter1, which is followed by the

hadron absorber, around which dedicated tracking detectors for muon identification are

placed (Muon-Wall 1). The first spectrometer allows particle momentum reconstruction

with a precision of about 1–2% and the angular precision at the interaction vertex is about

0.1 mrad for a 30 GeV particle.

The second spectrometer is built around the second dipole magnet (SM2), which has
∫

Bdl = 4.4 Tm. This spectrometer has an angular acceptance of about 30 mrad, and

mostly charged particles with momentum above 5 GeV are accepted in it. The SAS

consists of larger detectors up to 5.0 × 2.7 m2 with typical resolutions varying from 600

µm to 1500 µm. There are also a few GEM and FI of smaller dimensions for a pre-

cise measurement of high momentum particles emitted at low angles. The small angle

spectrometer includes also an electromagnetic calorimeter (not fully constructed and not

fully operational during the data taking periods used in this monograph), and a hadron

calorimeter (HCAL2), followed by a 3 m long concrete hadron absorber. After the ab-

sorber, dedicated muon tracking detectors are present, as well as most of the COMPASS

trigger system elements. The typical momentum resolution of the tracks accepted in SAS

is about 0.5%.

The layout of the COMPASS spectrometer is presented in Fig. 4.1. COMPASS has

a rather complex mix of various tracking detector types. While the complexity is not

optimal from the stability point of view, it should be noted that COMPASS was/is used

as a test facility for new detector concepts. For example in recent years pixelized GEM

and MM detectors were included, as well as Thick GEMs. Quite a few of the ideas

tested/developed in COMPASS are seriously considered for medical imaging purposes.

1An electromagnetic calorimeter was not yet in place for the data used in the presented analysis.
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4.4 Trigger system

In order to measure the kinematics of the DIS event the scattered muon has to be re-

constructed. Therefore, it is not a surprise that most of the COMPASS trigger system is

dedicated to the scattered muon detection.

Three different trigger types are used in COMPASS. The most important for the

presented analysis are the inclusive triggers. This means that the trigger is realised by

the coincident signals in two hodoscopes which fulfil to so-called coincidence matrix. This

matrix has some target pointing capability and allows to reject horizontally travelling

muons from the halo of the beam. To further remove halo muons the signal from the

trigger hodoscopes can be vetoed by the signal in “veto” detectors located before the

target. Note that at least one of the two hodoscopes is located after the hadron absorber,

therefore the vast majority of signals can be only created by muons. In the data period

which is analysed in this monograph two inclusive triggers contributed about 70% to the

analysed DIS sample. One of the goals of COMPASS was the measurement of ∆g/g from

the open charm events. These events are usually produced with rather low Q2, which

means that the muon scattering angle is low. In such case a pure inclusive trigger cannot

be used, as the trigger rate would exceed the capability of the data acquisition system

(DAQ). Thus, another type of trigger was needed, which in addition to the conditions

of the inclusive triggers, required an energy deposit (about 4 GeV) in one of the hadron

calorimeters. These are the so-called semi-inclusive triggers. Depending upon the year

of data taking COMPASS used two to three such triggers. Finally, the third type of

COMPASS trigger is the so-called pure calorimeter trigger. Its main purpose is to select

events in which the scattered muon is produced at so large angle that it is outside of

the acceptance of the largest of the hodoscopes. Such events have the largest Q2 and in

fact are not so crucial for the presented analysis. This trigger type is solely based on the

signal (above 9 GeV) in hadronic calorimeters. In addition to the triggers used for physics

purposes, several other triggers existed which were used for calibration and alignment like

veto triggers, beam triggers and random triggers.

The muon trigger system is optimised from the point of view of efficiency rather than

purity. Due to limitations of the COMPASS data acquisition system, in 2003 the typical

trigger rate could not exceed 10 kHz. With the technology developments and the network

connection speed increase, in later years the trigger rate could reach 30 kHz with much

bigger stream of information written to tape. As a result some of the previous semi-

inclusive triggers could be replaced by inclusive ones.
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4.5 Data analysis chain

The raw events fulfilling the trigger condition are written to tape using the CERN CAS-

TOR system. They can be decoded afterwards, with a special library called DaqDataDe-

coding. After the software calibration and alignment of the spectrometer, the decoded

data are fed to the COMPASS reconstruction program CORAL. Its main purpose is

to perform track and vertex reconstruction. The RICH and calorimeter clusters recon-

struction as well as eventual association of the RICH and calorimeters information to a

reconstructed track are also performed by CORAL. The output of CORAL has mini Data

Summary Tree (mDST) format. These mDSTs are the main input for the physics analy-

ses performed in COMPASS. A “PHysics Analysis Software Tools” (PHAST) framework

provides the tools needed for the development of the analysis codes based on mDST. At

this stage the final analyses are performed.

Apart from these COMPASS is also using several Monte-Carlo generator programs, e.g.

LEPTO, PYTHIA, and HEPGEN. In the presented analysis the LEPTO event generator

is used. It is a dedicated Monte-Carlo generator for DIS events. The generated events are

passed through the COMPASS spectrometer simulation program COMGEANT, based on

GEANT3 [100], and later by CORAL. The CORAL output of MC data can be read by

PHAST. What is important is that exactly the same reconstruction and analysis code can

be used on real and MC data.
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Figure 4.1: COMPASS set-up of 2004. Figure made by COMPASS Collaboration.
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Methods of ∆g/g extraction

In this chapter the details concerning the methods used in COMPASS for the direct ∆g/g

extraction from DIS events with (high-pT) hadron(s) produced are presented. First, the

method used in [64] is described since it is the predecessor of the analysis method used in

this monograph. The weaknesses of the previous method will be presented and the new

method will be introduced.

5.1 Previous ∆g/g extraction method

The ratio of the polarised to unpolarised differential cross sections for the production of

two high-pT hadrons in the DIS regime, assuming that only three processes (LP, QCDC,

PGF presented in Fig. 2.5), are contributing to the cross section is given by:

d∆σ

dσ
=

∆g ⊗ d∆σ̂PGF ⊗H +
∑

q e
2
q∆q ⊗ d∆σ̂LP ⊗H +

∑

q e
2
q∆q ⊗ d∆σ̂QCDC ⊗H

g ⊗ dσ̂PGF ⊗H +
∑

q e
2
qq ⊗ dσ̂LP ⊗H +

∑

q e
2
qq ⊗ dσ̂QCDC ⊗H

,

(5.1)

where for simplicity all kinematic variable dependencies are omitted. Here, (∆)g and

(∆)q stand for (polarised) gluon and quark PDF, respectively. The symbol ⊗ stands

for convolution integrals and (∆)σ̂i denotes the (polarised) partonic cross-section for the

process type i= { PGF, LP, QCDC}. The partonic cross section for different processes

can be computed in QCD cf. [57]. The symbol H denotes fragmentation functions. These

are non-perturbative objects which encode information about the parton fragmentation

into hadrons. One should note that in the case of LP and of PGF one deals with the same

quark fragmentation, while in the case of QCDC both quark and gluon fragmentation
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functions are important. Eq. 5.1 can be rewritten as

A2h
LL(xBj) =

〈

aPGF
LL RPGF

〉

〈

∆g

g
(xg)

〉

+
〈

aLPLLRLP

〉 〈

ALP
1 (xBj)

〉

+
〈

aQCDC
LL RQCDC

〉〈

AQCDC
1 (xC)

〉

,

(5.2)

where the leading process inclusive asymmetry ALP
1 is equivalent to AQCDC

1 and is given by

the ratio of spin-dependent and spin-independent quark distribution functions, weighted

by the squared electric charge and summed over all quark flavours

ALP
1 ≡ AQCDC

1 ≡
∑

q e
2
q∆q

∑

q e
2
qq

. (5.3)

The Ri and aiLL in Eq. (5.2) are the fractions of the process i and corresponding analysing

powers (i.e. the asymmetry of the partonic cross sections ratios ∆σ̂i/σ̂i), respectively.

The variables xg, xBj and xC are the nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons in the

PGF process, the nucleon momentum fraction carried by a quark in the LP process and

the nucleon momentum fraction carried by a quark in the QCDC process, respectively.

The averages present in Eq. (5.2) are defined in the following way:

〈aPGF
LL RPGF〉 ≡

aPGF
LL g ⊗ dσ̂PGF ⊗H

dσ
, (5.4)

〈

∆g

g

〉

≡ ∆g/g aPGF
LL g ⊗ dσ̂PGF ⊗H

aPGF
LL g ⊗ dσ̂PGF ⊗H

, (5.5)

〈aLPLLRLP〉 ≡
aLPLL

∑

q e
2
q q ⊗ dσ̂LP ⊗H

dσ
, (5.6)

〈

ALP
1

〉

≡
ALP

1 aLPLL
∑

q e
2
q q ⊗ dσ̂LP ⊗H

aLPLL
∑

q e
2
q q ⊗ dσ̂LP ⊗H

, (5.7)

〈aQCDC
LL RQCDC〉 ≡

aQCDC
LL

∑

q e
2
qq ⊗ dσ̂QCDC ⊗H

dσ
, (5.8)

〈

AQCDC
1

〉

≡
AQCDC

1 aQCDC
LL

∑

q e
2
qq ⊗ dσ̂QCDC ⊗H

aQCDC
LL

∑

q e
2
qq ⊗ dσ̂QCDC ⊗H

. (5.9)

Note that Eqs. (5.4)–(5.9) correspond to weighted averages, with a weight factor equal to

aiLLRi of the corresponding process i.
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Taking into account that ALP
1 mostly depends upon xBj and assuming that in the range

where the averages of ∆g/g and AQCDC
1 are computed these functions can be approximated

by a linear function, Eq. (5.2) can be further simplified to

A2h
LL(xBj) = 〈aPGF

LL RPGF〉
∆g

g
(〈xg〉) + 〈aLPLLRLP〉ALP

1 (xBj) + 〈aQCDC
LL RQCDC〉ALP

1 (〈xC〉).
(5.10)

Here, the average values of xg and xC
1 are weighted by the corresponding aiLLRi. Eq. (5.2)

is valid in the DIS regime at LO and under the assumption of spin-independent fragmen-

tation. Note that possible spin dependencies, as discussed in [101], are expected to be

small in the COMPASS kinematic domain. It should be also noted that aiLL are propor-

tional to the depolarisation factor D, which is the fraction of the muon beam polarisation

transferred to the virtual photon, and in addition that aLPLL ≡ D.

In order to extract ∆g/g from Eq. (5.2) the asymmetry related to background processes

has to be estimated and subtracted. ALP
LL is evaluated from the inclusive lepton-nucleon

asymmetry Aincl
LL . This asymmetry can be decomposed in a similar way as A2h

LL

Aincl
LL (xBj) = 〈Rincl

PGFa
incl,PGF
LL 〉∆g

g
(〈xg〉)+〈Rincl

LP a
incl,LP
LL 〉ALP

1 (xBj)+〈Rincl
QCDCa

incl,QCDC
LL 〉ALP

1 (〈xC〉).
(5.11)

A similar decomposition is performed for Aincl
LL (xC), where replacements of xBj → xC,

xg → x′
g and xC → x′

C are done in Eq. (5.11). Combining Eqs. (5.2), (5.11) and the

analogue of (5.11) but for Aincl
LL (xC) and in addition neglecting small terms, one obtains

∆g/g(xav
g ) =

A2h
LL(xBj) − acorr

λ1 − λ2

. (5.12)

Here,

xav
g =

λ1〈xg〉 − λ2〈x′
g〉

λ1 − λ2

,

λ1 = 〈aPGF
LL RPGF〉 − 〈aincl,PGF

LL R incl
PGF〉

〈RLP〉
〈R incl

LP 〉 , λ2 = 〈aincl,PGF
LL R incl

PGF〉
〈aQCDC

LL RQCDC〉
〈DR incl

LP 〉 ,

and

acorr = Aincl
LL (xBj)

〈RLP〉
〈R incl

LP 〉 + Aincl
LL (〈xC〉)

(

〈aQCDC
LL RQCDC〉
〈DR incl

LP 〉 − 〈aincl,QCDC
LL R incl

QCDC〉
〈DR incl

LP 〉
〈RLP〉
〈R incl

LP 〉

)

− Aincl
LL (〈x′

C〉)
〈aincl,QCDC

LL R incl
QCDC〉

〈DR incl
LP 〉

〈aQCDC
LL RQCDC〉
〈DR incl

LP 〉 .

1Averaging of xBj is not needed, but effectively it is done experimentally since only a given range of

xBj is studied.
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In the presented method to obtain ∆g/g from the A2h
LL asymmetries, one effectively “cor-

rects” the latter asymmetry by a factor acorr. Observe that for xBj about 0.01–0.02 the

Ad,incl
1 asymmetry is indeed small and could be neglected. However, for the same events

the typical 〈xC〉 is about 0.12, and since Ad,incl
1 (0.12) ≈ 0.08 one cannot neglect acorr term

in the analysis.

The other observation is related to the denominator of Eq. (5.12), to which the sta-

tistical uncertainty of the extracted ∆g/g is proportional. The value of 〈RPGFa
PGF
LL 〉 is

reduced by a factor proportional to the value of 〈Rincl
PGF〉, i.e. to the PGF content in the

inclusive sample. The presence of PGF in the inclusive sample effectively results in an

increase of the statistical uncertainty of the extracted ∆g/g. On several occasions it was

suggested that the analysis would be greatly simplified if one would use LO PDFs from

world data fits to obtain ALL. The problem with this suggestion is related to the no-

tion of what ‘LO’ means. Namely, the LO method for ∆g/g extraction presented deals

with QCD diagrams up to αS. At the same time the LO analysis of PDFs uses just LP

to describe the whole asymmetry, effectively assuming Rincl
PGF = Rincl

QCDC = 0. As can be

deduced from the denominator of Eq. (5.12), such an assumption leads to an incorrect

decrease of the statistical uncertainty of ∆g/g. In the case of the presented analysis the

obtained statistical uncertainty of ∆g/g would be by 20%–30% smaller comparing to the

case of correct treatment of Rincl
PGF and Rincl

QCDC. Similarly, in the COMPASS kinematics

one cannot use the low-pT data and assume that they just correspond to ALP
LL as in [68].

Such a method introduces smaller bias than the aforementioned LO PDF usage, because

regions enriched in PGF and QCDC are removed from the sample. Nevertheless for a

sample with pT < 0.8 GeV used to calculate ALP
1 , the bias in the ∆g/g uncertainty in the

COMPASS case can reach 15%–25%.

The number of observed DIS events is proportional to the beam flux (Φ), the ac-

ceptance (a), the number of scattering centres in the target (n) and the unpolarised

cross-section (σ0). To extract ∆g/g from the COMPASS data the employed method was

similar to the one of [102], where data are combined in a way such that (Φanσ0) cancels.

Namely, the neighbouring target cells are polarised in opposite directions. This allows for

the simultaneous measurement of the two spin states, effectively cancelling the σ0 factor.

However, due to the different z position of cells along the beam line they have different

acceptances and in addition they may have different number of scattering centres. In

order to cancel the an factors, the spin orientations of the target cells were reversed on a

regular basis. To cancel the beam flux in the offline analysis only the events for which the

extrapolation of the beam track crosses entirely all target cells are kept. Labelling the

target cells as u, d (upstream and downstream) before and u′, d′ after the field reversal
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2 one can conclude that the factors Φanσ0 cancel in the double ratio (NuN
′
d)/(N ′

uNd),

where Ni is the number of events observed in a given target cell.

In experimental conditions it may happen that (aua
′
d)/(a′ua

′
d) 6= 1 for example, due

to detector failures or mechanical detector movements caused by day/night temperature

variations, etc. In such case, false asymmetries are generated and the physics asymme-

try results are biased. More details concerning the estimation of false asymmetries are

presented in Section 8.3.

The double ratio (NuN
′
d)/(N ′

uNd) can be expressed as a second-order equation for

∆g/g. To increase the precision of the measurement the weighted method of asymmetry

extraction is used. The ∆g/g is obtained from the following equation:

pupd′

pu′pd
=

(1 + 〈Acorr
u 〉w + 〈Λu〉w ∆g/g(xav

g ))(1 + 〈Acorr
d′ 〉w + 〈Λd′〉w ∆g/g(xav

g ))

(1 + 〈Acorr
u′ 〉w + 〈Λu′〉w ∆g/g(xav

g ))(1 + 〈Acorr
d 〉w + 〈Λd〉w ∆g/g(xav

g ))
, (5.13)

where pj is the sum of event weights w from sample j = u, u′, d, d′ and 〈Acorr
j 〉w and 〈Λj〉w

are the weighted means of fPbPta
corr and fPbPt(λ1 − λ2), respectively. The weight is

defined as w = fPb(λ1−λ2). Note that the weight does not contain the target polarisation,

since the value of pT changes with time. A time dependence of the weight may introduce

an asymmetry bias in the analysis. It should be also noticed that ∆g/g(xav
g ) is directly

obtained from Eq. (5.13), without an intermediate extraction of the A2h
LL(xBj) asymmetry.

However, in [64] the values of A2h
LL(xBj) were separately obtained in bins of xBj and pT, to

allow their future use as input to NLO analyses of ∆g/g, once the corresponding theory

will be sufficiently developed.

The extraction of ∆g/g using this method relies on the knowledge of Ri, a
i
LL and xi.

As already indicated in Section 3.2 generally these quantities cannot be obtain from data.

In the case of a high-pT hadron analysis only xBj and aLPLL are obtained from data. To

estimate the remaining parameters a model has to be used, e.g. LEPTO used in [60, 64].

In the previous analyses [60, 66] only the mean values of Ri and aiLL obtained from MC

were used. For the method published in [64] due to a more advanced usage of artificial

neural networks (NN) trained on MC data, it was possible to estimate Ri and aiLL on an

event-by-event basis. As a result, Ri and aiLL could be included in the weight, leading to an

improvement of FOM . Moreover, in the same way the value of xg could be estimated on

an event-by-event basis. Thanks to this, the ∆g/g values were for the first time obtained

in three bins of xg. Details concerning the MC and the NN approach will be presented in

Chapter 7.

2For 2006 data, where there were three cells, the outer ones are denoted as u while the centre cell is

denoted as d.
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5.1.1 Limitations of the analysis method

The presented method was a step forward in the direct analyses of ∆g/g. However, soon

it became obvious that some elements of the analysis could be further improved. Here is

a short and incomplete list of various ideas and observations which shaped the analysis

method explained in the next section.

Tests have shown that using information only from the leading hadron in pT to train

the NN resulted in only marginally worse (≈ 2%) final uncertainty of ∆g/g. The fact that

the second hadron carries so few information might seem surprising, but this is largely

due to the fact that COMPASS studies only charged hadrons. Tests performed on MC

data have shown that in 70% of the cases the selected sub-leading hadron in pT was not

the correct one. It was therefore concluded that one can safely neglect the second hadron

in the analysis. By doing so, one gets additional events with high-pT leading hadron for

which no second high-pT hadron was found, so there is a gain in FOM . In addition, the

analysis becomes less MC dependent as less information from the generator is used.

One difficulty was that the weight used in the analysis was somewhat complex. The

estimation of systematic uncertainties, specially those related to the MC model depen-

dence, was rather difficult, since there were many combinations of parameters extracted

from MC to consider.

Another issue was related with the appearance in the acorr term of not only xC but

also x′
C. In fact the uncertainty related to assumptions concerning the relation of xC with

x′
C gave rise to the second highest systematic uncertainty in [64]. One could try to avoid

the use of Aincl
1 and instead find another way to estimate the ALP

1 asymmetry.

The presented analysis method is model dependent. However, besides the ratios of

data to MC the method does not offer any other means to verify if e.g. RQCDC is correct.

One can just hope/assume that if the data are well described by a MC model, the values

of Ri obtained from the model are indeed close to reality. It would be beneficial for

the trustworthiness of the ∆g/g result if some additional tests could further support the

selected LEPTO model.

5.2 The all-pT method

Let us re-write Eq. (5.10) for the one hadron case,

A1h
LL(xBj) = 〈RPGFa

PGF
LL 〉∆g

g
(〈xg〉) + 〈RLPa

LP
LL〉ALP

1 (xBj) + 〈RQCDCa
QCDC
LL 〉AQCDC

1 (〈xC〉).
(5.14)
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Keeping in mind that Ri and aiLL are estimated on an event-by-event basis, if there

would be enough variation of the product Ria
i
LL over the whole kinematic domain one

could simply extract simultaneously ∆g/g and ALP
1 from the same data set. In such case

x′
g and x′

C would not appear and the parametrisation of Aincl
1 would also not be used,

i.e. two systematic uncertainties of [64] would be immediately eliminated. Moreover, as

described later in the chapter, the weight would have a simpler form, allowing for easier

and more stable estimation of systematic uncertainties. Since the two asymmetries are

then extracted simultaneously, they are affected by the same spectrometer instabilities.

As a result the potential false asymmetries of ∆g/g are also reduced. Finally, the careful

reader may have noticed that instead of ALP
1 (〈xC〉) as in Eq. (5.10), here AQCDC

1 (〈xC〉)
is used. This distinction is kept only to emphasise an additional fact present in the

simultaneous extraction method. Namely, one can separately extract ALP
1 and AQCDC

1 and

by means of a statistical test verify that they are indeed equal for the same x value. The

simplest cases in which such test would fail is if the incorrect values of Ria
i
LL were used or if

higher-order corrections were important. The simultaneous extraction method gives some

additional hints concerning the quality of the model beyond the data/MC comparison

plots. More details on these systematic studies are presented in Subsection 8.6.1.

To minimise the statistical uncertainty of the extracted value of ∆g/g in a simultaneous

fit one should have a sample where the range of Ri is as wide as possible. Thus, the full

pT range of the hadron leading in pT is used, instead of a restricted region as in [64]. The

idea behind is simple, the low-pT range is a rather clean sample of LP process, while in

the high-pT region the sample is enriched in PGF and QCDC processes. The idea of the

all-pT analysis faced some initial doubts. Namely, the main criticism was that the method

uses a region with very low values of RPGF which has large statistics. Naively, it would

seem that these ‘bad’ events may largely contribute to ∆g/g, thus making the final result

questionable. However, in reality the situation is opposite. Let us consider an academic

example, where one compares the asymmetries in the low-pT and in the high-pT regions,

assuming for simplicity that only PGF and LP contribute. We consider two situations

where in the low-pT region RPGF is either small or zero, and also for simplicity we assume

that the asymmetry measured in the low-pT range has zero uncertainty:

0.4 ∆g/g + 0.6ALP
1 = x± 0.10,

0.1 ∆g/g + 0.9ALP
1 = y ± 0.00,

0.4 ∆g/g + 0.6ALP
1 = x± 0.10,

0.0 ∆g/g + 1.0ALP
1 = y ± 0.00.

Combining the equations one obtains the ∆g/g uncertainty of 0.30 and 0.25 for the data

in the left and the right columns, respectively. As can be seen, the presence of RPGF at

low-pT increases the statistical error of the extracted ∆g/g. Thus, it acts in an opposite
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way with respect to the raised concerns. Even if at low-pT RPGF is small and has large

relative error, it is still important. One cannot neglect the presence of RPGF at low-pT,

as otherwise the statistical uncertainty of ∆g/g becomes underestimated3.

The ideas on how to simultaneously extract signal and background asymmetries using

the weighted method were presented in [103]. The COMPASS experiment has already

used this method in the extraction of ∆g/g from open charm events, see [55]. The method

presented in [103] had to be adapted to the all-pT case. A short summary, based on [30],

is presented below.

The predicted number of events Npre(xBj) can be calculated from the SIDIS cross

sections of LP, QCDC, and PGF as:

Npre(xBj) = anΦσ0

(

1 +
〈

fPbPta
PGF
LL RPGF

∆g

g
(xg)

〉

+
〈

fPbPta
LP
LLRLP ALP

1 (xBj)
〉

+
〈

fPbPta
QCDC
LL RQCDC AQCDC

1 (xC)
〉

)

.

(5.15)

Similarly to Eq. (5.2) all variables but xBj were integrated over. As mentioned before,

the two symbols ALP
1 and AQCDC

1 denote the same asymmetry and the distinction is kept

only to emphasise the fact that in the new method there are two estimators of the same

quantity. As in the method described previously, Eq. (5.15) is valid at LO QCD, assuming

spin-independent fragmentation. The equation can be written in a shorter form as:

Npre(xBj) = α

(

1 +
∑

i

〈

βi A
i(xi)

〉

)

. (5.16)

Here, α = anΦσ0, βi = fPbPta
i
LLRi. The 〈βiA

i(xi)〉 denotes the average of βiA
i(xi) over

the experimental kinematic domain. For simplicity the xi dependence of βi is omitted.

In order to extract simultaneously ∆g/g and ALP
1 (and AQCDC

1 ), the event yields are

considered separately for the three processes i. Since the asymmetries are xi dependent,

and to avoid integration over a region with large asymmetry changes the analysis is

performed in several bins of the corresponding xi variable (indexed by m). For each

configuration k = u, d, u′, d′ the weighted event yields “predicted”, N pre
im,k, and “observed”,

N obs
im,k, are calculated. The weight is defined as w = fPbaLLR. The target polarisation

changes with time, thus it cannot be included in the weight. As pointed out in [104],

one could use a more optimal weight and by means of an iterative procedure decrease the

statistical uncertainty of the obtained asymmetries. The method described in [104] was

3The situation is analogous to the discussed use of LO polarised PDFs for the analysis in [64], in

Section 5.1.
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tried, but the gain in FOM was found negligible, changing the uncertainty of ∆g/g only

on the 4th significant digit. The observed weighted yield of events for the process i in the

m-th bin of xi is given by

N obs
im,k =

Nk
∑

n=1

ǫm,iwi,n =

Nk
∑

n=1

ǫm,ifnPb,na
i
LL,nRi,n. (5.17)

The sum runs over the number of events Nk observed for the configuration k, and ǫm,i = 1 if

the given event xi belongs to its m-th bin, and ǫm,i = 0 otherwise. Since only estimators of

the probability Ri that the event originated from a particular partonic process are known,

each event contributes to all three event yields N obs
PGFm,k , N obs

QCDC
m′ ,k , and N obs

LP
m′′ ,k. This

fact is schematically presented in Fig. 5.1. To avoid double counting, as the same events

are used multiple times in the analysis, the correlation between these event yields is taken

into account by the covariance matrix covimj
m′ ,k =

∑Nk

n=1 ǫm,iǫm′,jwi,nwj,n.

The predicted weighted yields of events of each type, N pre
im,k, are approximated by

N pre
im,k ≈ αk,wim

(

1 +
∑

j

∑

m′

〈βj
m′
〉wim

〈Aj(xj)〉m′

)

, (5.18)

where αk,wim
is the weighted value of αk, and

〈βj
m′
〉wim

≈
∑Nk

n=1 ǫm,iǫm′,jβj,nwi,n
∑Nk

n=1 ǫm,iwi,n

. (5.19)

In these equations an additional assumption is used, namely 〈βjA
j(xj)〉 ≃ 〈βj〉〈Aj(xj)〉.

If the spectrometer is stable enough one can assume that αu,wim
/αd,wim

= αu′,wim
/αd′,wim

.

With these inputs the standard χ2 can be defined as χ2 = (NNN obs−NNN pre)T cov−1(NNN obs−
NNN pre). Here NNN obs and NNN pre are vectors with the components N obs

im,k and N pre
im,k, respec-

tively. The MINUIT programme [105] is used for the χ2 minimisation. To increase

precision and stability of the uncertainty determination the HESSE method from the

same package is used. It should be noticed that so far there is no free parameter in the

fit, i.e. there is one unique solution for ∆g/g, ALP
1 and AQCDC

1 . The analysis is performed

in 12 bins in xBj, 6 in xC and either 1 or 3 bins in xg. The six highest bins in xBj have

the same numerical limits as the 6 bins in xC. In COMPASS, a kinematic limit xC ' 0.06

holds.

One can eliminate several parameters from the fit, thus increasing number of de-

grees of freedom, by using the relation ALP
1 (x) = AQCDC

1 (x). Under this assumption the

correlations between parameters obtained in the fit are reduced. As a consequence the

uncertainty of the extracted parameters, including ∆g/g, is also reduced. The difference
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between the ∆g/g results obtained with/without the assumption ALP
1 (x) = AQCDC

1 (x) will

be discussed in Chapter 8. It should be stressed that for a given event xBj and xC will

be still different, see Fig. 5.1. What happens is that there is a group of events which

under an assumption of being LP belong to certain xBj bin, and there is another group

of events which under an assumption of being QCDC has xC in the same range as xBj of

the previous group. The equality of ALP
1 (x) = AQCDC

1 (x) will be used for these groups,

i.e. six groups presented in Fig. 5.1 starting from xi > 0.06.
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Figure 5.1: For the purpose of simultaneous extraction of ∆g/g and background asym-

metries the same event is counted three times for different processes in its corresponding

xi bin. See text for details.



Chapter 6

Data selection and experimental

inputs

In this chapter the selection criteria applied to the data sample used for the ∆g/g extrac-

tion are presented, as well as the experimental inputs like Pt, Pb, f and D. The remaining

factors required for ∆g/g extraction, namely Ri, a
i
LL, xg and xC, are obtained from MC

and are discussed in the next chapter.

6.1 Data selection

First the quality of data is examined. The periods with questionable data quality are

identified by the so-called “bad run” and “bad spill” list. These lists are collections of

runs and spills for which spectrometer instabilities were detected. These instabilities can

be related to problems in a particular detector and reflected into global parameters like

the number of reconstructed tracks per event. Runs and spills in these lists are removed

from the analysis. In addition only runs present in the so-called grouping list are used. As

described in Section 5.2, to extract ∆g/g one has to combine data before and after a field

reversal. The double ratio of acceptances should fulfil (aua
′
d)/(a′ua

′
d) = 1, as otherwise

false asymmetries are generated. The “grouping list” consists precisely of groups of runs

for which stability tests assure that the equation (aua
′
d)/(a′ua

′
d) = 1 holds. These pre-

selection criteria remove on average 7% of the sample.

In the next step of data selection the cuts related mostly with muon kinematic are

applied. The interaction vertex (IV) has to be reconstructed and its position be located

inside the target cells. The interaction vertex must contain the beam and scattered

muons (µ,µ′) as well as at least one potential hadron candidate. The beam momentum is
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restricted to the range 140−180 GeV, where the usage of the program to simulate values

of the beam polarisation is justified. Additionally, to ensure muon flux cancellation in the

double ratio, for a given incoming muon track its extrapolation has to cross fully inside

all the target cells.

After the pre-selection step the following kinematic cuts are applied. In order to ensure

that the analysis is performed in the perturbative region a Q2 > 1 GeV2 cut is applied.

This cut removes about 90% of the whole data sample, more than all other cuts together.

The analysis is restricted to a region of 0.1 < y < 0.9. The lower limit is related with the

correlated low values of D → aiLL, resulting in increased sensitivity to the time instabilities

of the spectrometer. The upper limit removes events strongly affected by radiative effects.

Finally, only events for which xBj< 1 are kept in the analysis.

The remaining cuts apply to the hadron candidates. The hadron candidate should

have a number of crossed radiation lengths smaller than 15 and should not be detected

in a zone downstream of the hadron absorber, in order to exclude muons. To avoid

contamination by low-momentum tracks, with poorly reconstructed momentum (using

just the fringe-field of SM1), the track trajectory must not end before the SM1 magnet.

Some additional quality criteria are also applied, like χ2/ndf < 20 and that the track

should not cross the target solenoid walls (large multiple scattering).

Special care is taken to reject diffractive events. Namely, diffraction can be considered

as a higher twist effect and it is not described in the formalism of LP, QCDC and PGF used

in this analysis. To largely reduce the contamination of the sample by these events, two

additional criteria for event selection are applied. The fraction of photon energy carried

by a hadron candidate, z, must be below 0.85, otherwise the whole event is discarded.

Moreover, a special procedure is established for events with exactly two oppositely charged

tracks. In case their z1 +z2 > 0.95 the event is discarded. This cut mostly removes events

from diffractive ρ0 production, which is a dominant diffraction channel in the COMPASS

kinematic domain.

From the selected hadrons in an event, the one with the highest pT is selected. As

explained in Section 5.2, in the all-pT method no pT limit is required for the leading

hadron. However, from the comparison of data and MC, it was decided to restrict the

region of analysis to (0.05 < pT < 2.5) GeV. In the region of pT < 0.05 GeV the sample

is largely contaminated by electrons and positrons coming from radiative events. On

the other hand in the region pT > 2.5 GeV the two programs to simulate secondary

interactions in the target give inconsistent results. More details concerning the upper pT

cut will be given in Subsection 7.1.1.

The data reduction flow after each cut is presented in Table 6.1. The total number
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of events used in the analysis is 113 millions, out of almost 8 billions available. The

kinematic distributions for the selected sample are presented in Fig. 6.1 , where inclusive

variables xBj, Q
2, and y are shown. In Fig. 6.2 the pT, pL, and z of the hadron leading in

pT are presented.

Table 6.1: Impact of cuts on the selected data sample.

cut # events %

mDST w/o bad spill 7775267710 1.000

pre-cuts 7228214533 0.930

best IV 6645240448 0.855

µ
′ in IV 3911238848 0.503

beam momentum cuts 3883660260 0.499

Q2 > 1 GeV2 344337850 0.044

0.1 < y < 0.9 232716361 0.030

xBj < 1.0 232715292 0.030

cross cell cut 172943191 0.022

IV in target 141438410 0.018

all z < 0.85 139433634 0.018

good hadron 118009913 0.015

z1 + z2 > 0.95 115707098 0.015

0.05 < pT, 1 < 2.5 113491065 0.015
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Figure 6.1: Distributions of xBj, Q
2, and y for the selected sample.
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6.2 Analysis inputs from the experimental data

In order to extract ∆g/g using the method presented in Section 5.2, several inputs are

obtained from the physics data or from dedicated measurements. These are, xBj, Q
2, D,

Pb, Pt and f .

For the measurement of xBj and Q2 the four-vectors of the incoming and scattered

muons are used. The typical relative precision of the extracted values is about 4%. The

main uncertainty is related with multiple scattering of the µ and µ
′ in the target material,

which affects the precision of the scattering angle measurement.

The average beam polarisation is −0.80±0.04. The actual polarisation value depends

strongly upon the beam momentum and is presented in the top panel of Fig. 6.3. Ob-

serve that in COMPASS the beam polarisation is not measured directly. Instead, only

the beam momentum is measured and a simulation is used to correlate the measured

beam momentum with the beam polarisation. As mentioned in Section 4.1, the actual

measurement of the beam polarisation as well as the validation of the simulation program

used nowadays in COMPASS were done at the SMC experiment, cf. [96].

The target polarisation is measured using a NMR system, cf. [94]. For the longitudinal

data the target polarisation can be constantly monitored. The typical beam polarisation

obtained for the deuteron target is about 50%. The relative uncertainty of the target

polarisation is taken as 5%. The main contribution to the systematic uncertainty is

related to the fact that the polarisation of the target is not uniform. Besides, for the data
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used in this analysis the NMR system was not covering the whole target1.

The target dilution factor takes into account the fact that only a fraction of the nucle-

ons in the target are polarizable. In a rough estimate the 6Li nucleus can be considered

as a 4He core and a quasi-free D, see [97]. Thus, in the 6LiD molecule about 50% of the

nucleons can be polarised. The dilution factor which is actually used in the analysis is

defined as

fraw(x,Q2) =
nd

nd +
∑

A 6=d nA

(

σT

A
(x,Q2)

σT

d
(x,Q2

) , (6.1)

where ni corresponds to the number of nuclei of type-i, and σT
i is the double differential

cross-section of µ on i unpolarised scattering. The total cross sections ratio σT
A/σ

T
d was

experimentally measured at NMC (He, C, Ca, Li) [106, 107], at EMC (Cu) [108] and at

E665 (Xe) [109].

The dilution factor in Eq. (6.1) is further multiplied by a factor of C1 ≈ 1.9, which

takes into account the aforementioned fact that effectively there are two deuterons in the
6LiD molecule, the purity of Li and D, and the fraction of time that the spins of quasi-free

p, n in Li remain aligned with respect to each other (i.e. while they can be treated as

deuteron). Finally, another correction entering that C1 factor is that the free deuteron is

found in both S and D states. While the procedure may seem complex, the uncertainty

of the dilution factor in the measured region is only about 1–2%.

So far in Eq. (6.1) only the total cross sections were mentioned, but in fact, it is

convenient to correct also the dilution factor to take into account the unpolarized radiative

corrections [110], such that the obtained results can be interpreted in the 1γ formalism

used in DIS. In this analysis, the so-called semi-inclusive radiative corrections are used,

since a hadron is observed in each event. Contrary to the inclusive measurements, if a

hadron is present in the event, contrary to the inclusive measurements, such event cannot

be misidentified with radiative tails of elastic and quasi-elastic µ–A or µ–N interactions.

As a result RCSIDIS < RCincl.

Unfortunately, up to now these corrections could be only calculated as a function of

xBj and y being so far unavailable as a function of hadron z or pT. There is a dedicated

discussion of this problem in Section 8.7. For that reason the uncertainty of the effective

dilution factor used in the analysis, i.e. the one corrected by radiative effects, is taken as

5%. It should be noted that the uncertainty of the dilution factor acts only as a scaling

factor and therefore is not that important. The value of the effective dilution factor is

presented on the bottom panel of Fig. 6.3. Its average is 〈f〉 = 0.38.

1In more recent years, the NMR system was improved and extended to the whole target, resulting in

a decrease of the relative uncertainty of the target polarisation to a level of 2–3%.
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The depolarisation factor is defined in [111] and reads

D =
y[(1 + γ2y/2)(2 − y) − 2y2m2/Q2]

y2(1 − 2m2/Q2)(1 + γ2) + 2(1 − y − γ2y2/4)(1 + γ2)(1 + R)
, (6.2)

where m is the lepton mass, and all other variables were defined in Chapter 2. Neglecting

small corrections to the COMPASS kinematics due to the high beam energy and correc-

tions which depend on m2/Q2, which is also small for Q2 > 1 GeV2, the depolarisation

factor can be approximated as

D ≈ y(2 − y)

y2 + 2(1 − y)(1 + R)
. (6.3)

Formally, the values of R(xBj, Q
2), defined in Section 2.2 are experimentally measured.

However, in the LO pQCD approximation only transversely polarised photons interact

with the quark and the function R = σL/σT = 0. Moreover, this ratio is process dependent

and it was never measured for PGF or QCDC. Therefore, in all COMPASS analyses of

∆g/g it is assumed that R = 0, and the systematic uncertainty of D related to the

uncertainty of R is not considered. Another uncertainty of D comes from the limited

precision on the average y measurement. This uncertainty is related with a possible

mismatch between the µ and µ
′ momentum measurements. However, dedicated tests

have shown that this uncertainty can be safely neglected. For the uncertainty estimation

only the first derivatives ∂D/∂y are used. In this case the fact that on the event-by-event

basis the y value is known with limited precision does not contribute to the uncertainty

of D.
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Figure 6.3: Left panel: The value of beam polarisation (Pb) used in the analysis as a

function of beam momentum. Right panel: The value of the dilution factor (f) for the
6LiD target, presented in the z-axis, as a function of xBj and Q2.



Chapter 7

Monte Carlo and neural network

As any other method of direct ∆g/g extraction, the one proposed in this monograph

is model dependent. In the analysis the simulation of hard processes is done using the

LEPTO Monte Carlo (MC) generator [44], while parton hadronisation is performed by the

JETSET package. The generated events are processed by the COMPASS spectrometer

simulation program COMGEANT (based on GEANT 3), and they are further recon-

structed in the same way as real data by CORAL. The same cuts as for data are applied

on MC. Based on the MC truth bank, for a process of type i = {PGF,QCDC,LP}, aiLL
and xi are determined from the reconstructed MC data. These values are parametrised

by an artificial neural network and can be estimated on an event-by-event basis, and used

in the ∆g/g extraction, according to the formalism presented in section 5.2.

7.1 Monte Carlo

In the analysis LEPTO version 7.51 together with JETSET version 4.74 were used. To

properly describe COMPASS data, in [64] a few parameters of the JETSET fragmentation

model were tuned. In the present analysis that same fragmentation tuning was used. For

consistency the same PDF set as in [64] was used, namely MSTW08L [112]. The data are

only well described by MC if in the latter the so-called parton shower option is switched

on. Parton showers simulate higher-order corrections, so in the analysis a considerable

fraction of NLO corrections is accounted for. A similar situation is found for the FL

function, (FL = F2 − 2xF1). Formally, FL = 0 in LO, but considerable improvement in

the data description by MC was found at the high y region when the FL function from

LEPTO was used. The COMPASS polarised target has about 0.5 nuclear interaction

lengths, therefore it is frequent that hadrons re-interact along the target, and if not,
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they will do so in the spectrometer. To simulate these secondary interactions a FLUKA

program [113] was used. In order to compare real and MC data, radiative corrections

calculated using the TERAD programme [110] were applied to MC data.

The comparison of data and MC is presented in the top panels of Fig. 7.1 for inclusive

variables and in the top panels of Fig. 7.2 for pT, pL and z of the hadron leading in pT.

In the bottom panels of both figures the ratio of data/MC is shown. The real and MC

data are normalised to the number of events in each sample and not to the cross-section.

The overall agreement is reasonable. It should be noted that the tuning of fragmentation

parameters in [64] was performed on the high-pT sample which accounts for only 6% of

the sample currently used in the analysis. Yet, the tuning seems to work well in the

extended phase space region, and it is now commonly used in other COMPASS analyses.

The largest discrepancy between data and MC is observed in the low pT region, where

LP is dominant, but this region has limited impact for ∆g/g extraction. The presented

MC was selected for the final ∆g/g extraction as it gives the best description of data.

To study the model dependence of the analysis method several other MCs were pro-

duced. The summary of all eight MCs used in the analysis is presented in Table 7.1. For

simplicity various MCs are denoted by a 5 digit code, in which each digit represents the

following choice of simulation parameters (from left to right): 1st fragmentation tuning

([64] or default LEPTO); 2nd switching on or off parton shower mechanism; 3rd PDF

selection (MSTW08L or CTEQ5L [114]); 4th LEPTO FL used or not used; 5th program

to simulate re-interactions in the target (FLUKA or GEISHA). The code ‘00000’ corre-

sponds to the main MC used for the final ∆g/g extraction and described earlier in this

section. The digit ‘1’ at a certain position means that a different parameter/option was

used as compared to the main MC. While not shown here, the data/MC ratio especially

for the pT dependence can reach a factor of 2–3 for certain MCs from Table 7.1 (e.g.

default fragmentation tuning without usage of parton shower mechanism). A large ob-

served data/MC variation for different samples assures that the MC model was tested in

sufficiently large phase space. The average values of Ri and aiLL/D for xBj< 0.05 and pT

above and below 1 GeV are presented in Table 7.2. Detailed studies concerning the model

dependence of the ∆g/g results are presented in Subsection 8.6.2.

7.1.1 FLUKA and GEISHA

The default program to simulate secondary interactions in GEANT is GEISHA. However,

in [89] it was found out that GEISHA seems to produce too many secondary interactions

in the COMPASS target and spectrometer as compared to real data. Therefore, a different
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Table 7.1: Summary of MC used for final ∆g/g extraction and systematic studies. See

text for details.

Sample code fragmentation Parton Shower PDF LEPTO FL re-interaction

1 00000 [64] ON MSTW08L ON FLUKA

2 00001 [64] ON MSTW08L ON GEISHA

3 01001 [64] OFF MSTW08L ON GEISHA

4 00101 [64] ON CTEQ5L ON GEISHA

5 00011 [64] ON MSTW08L OFF GEISHA

6 10101 default ON CTEQ5L ON GEISHA

7 10001 default ON MSTW08L ON GEISHA

8 11001 default OFF MSTW08L ON GEISHA

Table 7.2: MC samples characterised in therms of Rs and aLLs.

pT < 1 GeV pT > 1 GeV

Sample RLP RQCDC RPGF RLP RQCDC RPGF aQCDC
LL /D aPGF

LL /D

1 0.85 0.09 0.06 0.56 0.23 0.21 0.80 -0.58

2 0.85 0.09 0.06 0.57 0.23 0.20 0.80 -0.59

3 0.84 0.09 0.07 0.51 0.30 0.19 0.78 -0.59

4 0.81 0.10 0.09 0.52 0.25 0.23 0.80 -0.58

5 0.86 0.09 0.05 0.61 0.21 0.18 0.80 -0.59

6 0.81 0.11 0.08 0.46 0.26 0.28 0.80 -0.58

7 0.84 0.10 0.06 0.52 0.25 0.23 0.80 -0.59

8 0.83 0.10 0.07 0.41 0.33 0.26 0.78 -0.59

program, FLUKA [113], was tested. In the case of [89] the simulation with FLUKA gave

better agreement between data and MC. For the present analysis the two programs were

also tested. The ratio of data to MC using either FLUKA or GEISHA for the pT of the

hadron leading in pT is presented in Fig. 7.3. In the high-pT region FLUKA is able to

describe the data up to 2.5 GeV, which is a slightly wider range than GEISHA. Above this

value none of the programs describe the data well. It was decided that for the main result

the FLUKA program will be used, while GEISHA will be used for systematic studies.

However, the discrepancy between data and MC for pT > 2.5 GeV was the reason to

exclude this range from the analysis.
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Figure 7.1: Top panels: Data and MC comparison for inclusive variables xBj, Q
2, and y,

respectively. Bottom panels: The corresponding ratio of data and MC.

7.1.2 Global normalisation of data and MC

In the early years of COMPASS the experimental setup was not optimised for cross-section

measurements. For example DIS inclusive cross section was measured with a precision of

about 10%, where the dominant systematic uncertainty was coming from the precision of

the luminosity measurement. The extracted results were not published as the obtained

uncertainty was too large comparing to the world data. For the same reason in many

analyses, including the one presented here and as well in [64], the cross-sections are not

measured and data/MC plots are normalised to the number of events.

The lack of cross section measurement in the analyses dealing with ∆g/g extraction

was often criticised by the community. Since the selected sample in [64] contained only

6% of the full data sample it could happen that in this particular corner of the phase

space the ratio plots were flat, but the global normalisation could be wrong, say by a

factor of two. However, such a criticism cannot be used for the current analysis, where

hadrons from a much wider phase-space region are analysed. Namely, in case a charged

hadron would be produced in each DIS event, the measured (pT integrated) cross-section

for a hadron leading in pT would correspond to the inclusive cross-section. According to
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Figure 7.2: Top panels: Data and MC comparison for pT, pL, and z of the hadron leading

in pT, respectively. Bottom panels: The corresponding ratio of data and MC.

the COMPASS MC simulation in about 97% of the events a charged hadron should be

observed. The actual number observed in the real data is about 95%, taking into account

also radiative corrections. Considering further complications, like the fact that not all

COMPASS triggers are inclusive and the use of pT cuts, one can conclude that the global

normalisation of data and MC cannot be off by more than about 15%. Moreover, this

uncertainty is dominated by the precision of the luminosity measurement.

7.2 Neural networks

In order to minimise the statistical uncertainty of ∆g/g the values of Ri, aiLL and xi

should be known event-by-event. Since the kinematic dependence of these variables can

be quite complex a multidimensional parametrisation as function of various experimental

observables has to be found. An ideal tool to perform such a parametrisation is an artificial

neural network (NN). In this work the multilayer perception NN type was used [115]. The

details concerning the working principles of NN are beyond the scope of this monograph

and can be found elsewhere [116]. Here, a history of NN usage in the ∆g/g extraction is
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shortly presented. The results of the NN training to parametrise the MC output are also

discussed. Whenever in the text a clear distinction is needed between a value from the

MC truth bank and its estimation by the NN parametrisation, a superscript ‘NN’ will be

added to the variable name e.g. RNN
i for the latter case.

7.2.1 Neural networks usage in ∆g/g extraction

Artificial neural networks were used in ∆g/g analyses since SMC times [60,61]. The main

purpose of the NN usage was to separate signal (PGF) from background (QCDC and

LP). At that time the value of the NN output had no physics interpretation. One could

just parametrise e.g. Figure of Merit as a function of NN output and select the optimal

working point. The events for which the NN output was above the working point were

accepted in the analysis, while the ones with the NN output below the working point were

rejected, see also [117].

The approach to NN usage was modified when the author realised that for a specific

setting of the NN parameters the output has a special meaning. Namely, it corresponds
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to the fraction of the signal process in the sample, i.e. Ri. This specific NN setting is

discussed below.

In a typical signal-background separation problem the expectation value of the NN

output is set to 1 for signal, and 0 for background. At the same time the output values

of the NN are internally restricted, e.g. by the sigmoid function, to the 0–1 range. While

this may seem to be the natural choice, in reality it introduces a bias in case one wants to

estimate Ri. Since NN are trained on finite MC samples, for each event the output of the

NN has a certain uncertainty. If in a given phase-space point the value 〈Ri〉 is close to 0 or

1, the NN output range restriction will effectively bias 〈Ri〉 towards higher or lower values,

respectively. In order to avoid this problem, the restriction on NN has been removed and

the so-called linear NN output must be used 1. The goal of the NN is to minimise the so-

called “error function”, which describes how well a given NN parametrisation follows the

expected output. In case the error function is selected as MSE, i.e. the error contribution

from a given event is calculated as the square of the difference between the value obtained

in the NN parametrisation and the expected one, the total NN “error” is given by

NNerror =
∑

NS ,NB

(exp − obs)2 = NS(1 − o)2 + NB(0 − o)2. (7.1)

The aim of the NN is to find the output ‘o’ which minimises the NN error, so:

dNNerror

do
= 0 = −2NS(1 − o) + 2NBo → o =

NS

NS + NB

= RS. (7.2)

As shown, in the aforementioned special conditions, the expectation values of the NN

output correspond to the fraction of signal in the sample i.e. RS. Instead of just signal

and background separation the NN can be trained to parametrise the expectation values

of Ri as a function of the input parameters. Obtained in this way Ri can be used as a part

of the weight for the ∆g/g extraction. This in turn largely increase the FOM and allows

for the implementation of more sophisticated methods of ∆g/g extraction, including the

one presented in this monograph.

7.2.2 Neural network training results

In the current analysis there are only 4 input parameters used for NN training, namely

two inclusive variables xBj, Q
2, and two hadron variables pT, and pL of the hadron leading

in pT. More complex NN were tested, including even with up to 19 input parameters.

1As a consequence for a clean background sample the NN ouput had a Gaussian shape, centered at

zero with small RMS (of the order of 0.01).
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However, the gain in statistical precision of the obtained ∆g/g was only 5%, thus it did

not compensate, given the large increase in NN complexity and increased dependence on

the MC. As explained in the previous section, the output of the NN is set to correspond

to the expectation value of the parametrised quantity, e.g. Ri or aLL in a given phase

space point of the input variables. The MC data were divided into two subsamples, to

provide learning and testing sets. The two sets are needed to avoid NN over-training.

To optimise the stability of the NN output the learning process is repeated twice and in

addition the training and learning sets are swapped. The final NN output is taken as a

mean value of 4 parametrisations. To be sure that the obtained NNs are correct and their

usage will not bias ∆g/g, the output of NN have to pass two tests. In the first test the NN

output has to be compared with the expectation values as function of input parameters.

To pass the test the mean values of the two distributions must agree. In the second test,

bins are created in the NN output, and using the MC truth bank information the real

composition of the sample is verified. It is expected that the composition of the sample

corresponds to the mean value of the NN output. For example, a sub-sample is selected

for which the NN output fulfils the condition RNN
PGF ∈ (0.10, 0.14). Then using the MC

truth bank it is verified that in this sub-sample the fraction of PGF is indeed about 0.12.

From all performed NN trainings the parametrisation of Ri is the most complex, since

all three fractions are obtained simultaneously. This is a two-dimensional problem, as

the three fractions must sum up to 1. As an example for the first test, in Fig. 7.4 the

fraction of Ri from NN and MC are compared as a function of pT. In the top panels the

NN parametrisation and the MC are compared, while in the bottom panels the difference

between NN and MC is shown. The errors correspond only to statistical errors of the

MC sample. A very good agreement between MC and NN parametrisation is observed

for all three processes. It is also noticeable that for higher pT the fractions of PGF and

QCDC are increasing, as expected from [59]. An example of the result for the second

test is presented in Fig. 7.5, where in bins of RNN
i the true MC composition is verified. A

very good correlation between the two values is observed. Thus, the NN parametrisation

passed successfully the two tests and can be used for ∆g/g extraction. In Fig. 7.6 the

values of Ri are also shown in bins of pT, pL in the top panel, and in bins of xBj, Q2

in the bottom panel. As can be seen, the strongest dependence of Ri as a function of

pT is observed. However, some dependencies are also observed as a function of xBj and

effectively y. In general, while keeping xBj constant and increasing y, the fractions of PGF

and QCDC are increasing. Similarly one notices that on average the PGF is observed for

lower xBj values than QCDC. These observed differences allow for the separation of the

three processes and for the simultaneous extraction of ∆g/g and ALP
1 asymmetry.
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The values of aiLL and xi are also parametrised using a NN. The typical correlation

between the expected output and the NN parametrisation is about 60%–70% for aPGF
LL , xC,

and xg and only about 20% for aQCDC
LL . The correlation plots between the NN parametri-

sation and the true values are presented in Fig. 7.7. It should be noticed that a low value

for the correlation of aQCDC
LL does not mean that the extracted ∆g/g or ALP

1 is biased.

It just means that with more knowledge one could still increase the statistical precision

of the obtained results. The low correlation means that aQCDC
LL does not depend upon

the input variables, contrary to aPGF
LL . Since in the formulae usually we have a product

aiLLRi appearing, the different behaviour of aLL for PGF and QCDC allows for an easier

separation of the two related asymmetries. Last but not least, with much more than

four input parameters to the NN training the correlation for aQCDC
LL was still at the level

of 20%–25%. It looks like the partonic variables on which aQCDC
LL depend are not easily

reconstructed using the available information on the hadron level.

In Fig. 7.8, aPGF
LL as a function of Q2 and pT is presented. A much stronger Q2

dependence (rather than pT dependence) of aPGF
LL is observed. This explains for example

why in Table 7.2 the value of aPGF
LL is stable for different MCs. Namely, that Q2 is an

inclusive variable not affected by e.g. the fragmentation tuning or the parton shower on/off

options selected in the MC generator.
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Figure 7.4: Top panels: Comparison of MC and NN output for Ri as a function of pT of

the hadron leading in pT. Bottom panels: The difference of MC and NN output for Ri as

a function of pT of the hadron leading in pT.
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Figure 7.5: Top panels: The Ri in MC obtained in bins of RNN
i . A very good correlation

is observed. Bottom panels: The difference of Ri between MC and NN parametrisation

in bins of RNN
i .
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Figure 7.6: Top panels: The fraction of Ri as a function of pT and pL of the hadron leading

in pT for xBj= 0.01 and Q2= 2 GeV2. Bottom panels: The fraction of Ri as a function of

xBj and Q2 for pT= 1.5 GeV and pL = 30 GeV for different processes.
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Figure 7.7: The correlation of aiLL/D (top) and xi (bottom) between MC and NN

parametrisation for QCDC (left) and PGF (right).
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Chapter 8

Systematic studies

Extended systematic studies were performed for the analysis presented in [64]. Many

conclusions reached there are valid also for the new analysis method. Therefore, studies

which in the past gave negligible systematic contribution to the ∆g/g were generally

not repeated. Here, only the most important systematic contributions are presented.

These include the impact of resolved photon contribution, the non-pion contamination,

and the usage of MC for 2006 data for earlier data sets (2002–2004). Certain systematic

uncertainties present in the method used in [64] are not appearing in the current one.

Namely, the contribution from the parametrisation of Ad
1 and the assumptions about the

relation between xC and x′
C. In addition the proposed method of ∆g/g extraction allows

for some tests of the underlying model. These tests are also described in this chapter.

8.1 MC tests of the new method

The implementation of the new method of ∆g/g extraction was verified using a MC

sample. Raw asymmetries were injected in the MC sample. For the LP asymmetry,

ALP
1 (Bj) = xBj, and a constant value of 0.3 for ∆g/g(xg) were assumed. To generate an

asymmetry the true MC values of aiLL were used. In addition using the MC truth bank

one knows which process took place. The same MC was later used in NN training to

obtain parametrisations of Ri, aiLL, and xi. These parametrisations were later used in

order to extract ∆g/g and ALP
1 using the proposed method.

While in the first try biased results were obtained, in a second attempt the extracted

values of ∆g/g and ALP
1 agreed within errors with the injected asymmetry. The observed

bias in the first try was not negligible, up to 20% of the ALP
1 value at high xBj, and was

due to having set the product fPbPt = 1 for simplicity reasons. However, the extraction
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method works for fPbPtaLL A ≪ 1. Such a condition was originally not fulfilled for the

simulated high xBj data. The bias turned out to be quadratic in fPbPta
i
LL Ai. A closer

investigation revealed that in experimental conditions, where 〈fPbPt〉 ≈ 0.16 the bias is

negligible even if ∆g/g and ALP
1 would be close to 1.

8.2 Global vs consecutive configuration

In order to reduce the impact of the spectrometer instabilities, the target polarisation

was reversed either once or three times a day, cf. Section 4.2. The optimal condition

to extract an asymmetry is to use two such consecutive periods of data (consecutive

configurations). The other, less preferred, option is to extract the asymmetry from a

so-called data period, which roughly corresponds to one week of data taking and contains

several consecutive configurations. During the given period the experimental area is

closed, thus the spectrometer performance should be also rather stable. This is the so-

called global configuration.

Contrary to the expectations the studies have shown that for the proposed analysis

the global configuration must be used. The reason behind is that the proposed method of

∆g/g extraction has a lot in common with the 2nd-order asymmetry extraction method.

In such a method a double ratio of event yields is considered, namely NuN
′
d/NdN

′
u. In

case the number of observed/expected events is too small a bias is introduced. The source

of the bias is related with the non-equality of the expectation values, 1/〈Ni〉 6= 〈1/Ni〉.
The number of events, especially of the QCDC type at high xC, was found indeed to

be too small when using the consecutive configuration. In Table 8.1, extracted values of

ALP
1 for global and consecutive configurations are presented for 12 xBj intervals. In the

last column the χ2 is calculated, taking into account the correlation between the samples,

χ2 = (Acon −Agl)
2/(δA2

con − δA2
gl). A clear difference between the results is seen for high

xBj. It is worth mentioning that the observed discrepancy on ALP
1 has a negligible impact

on the ∆g/g extraction. The ∆g/g values differ by less than 0.003 between the two ways

of data grouping.

8.3 False asymmetries

The possible false asymmetries are related with instabilities of the spectrometer for the

data taken before and after field reversal. As a result a bias for the extracted asymmetries

can be introduced, as the assumed acceptance cancellation, (aua
′
d)/(a′ua

′
d) = 1, may not
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Table 8.1: Comparison of ALP
1 for global and consecutive data grouping. A large difference

at high xBj is observed, due to the bias in the consecutive configuration. This test was

performed on the early stage of the analysis. Thus, the presented here ALP
1 does not

correspond to the final result presented in Chapter 9.

xBj range Global Consecutive χ2

<0.006 0.0074 ± 0.0056 0.0059 ± 0.0058 1.3

0.006–0.01 −0.0005 ± 0.0043 −0.0012 ± 0.0045 0.4

0.01–0.02 −0.0009 ± 0.0039 −0.0013 ± 0.0040 0.2

0.02–0.03 0.0097 ± 0.0053 0.0091 ± 0.0055 0.2

0.03–0.04 0.0027 ± 0.0073 0.0039 ± 0.0076 0.4

0.04–0.06 0.0056 ± 0.0075 0.0072 ± 0.0078 0.7

0.05–0.10 0.0238 ± 0.0086 0.0270 ± 0.0089 2.1

0.10–0.15 0.0938 ± 0.0123 0.0916 ± 0.0127 0.5

0.15–0.20 0.1405 ± 0.0182 0.1399 ± 0.0188 0.0

0.20–0.30 0.1724 ± 0.0205 0.1515 ± 0.0213 14.3

0.30–0.40 0.2484 ± 0.0383 0.1969 ± 0.0400 20.0

>0.40 0.3582 ± 0.0515 0.3065 ± 0.0537 11.3

be fulfilled. In previous COMPASS analyses of ∆g/g false asymmetries were studied using

the so-called extended data sample. For example in [64], the full sample without pT cuts

and with extended Q2 range (Q2 > 0.7 GeV2) was used. In this way the systematic error

of ∆g/g was not limited by the statistical one. Observe that by using such an extended

sample, one effectively assumes that false asymmetries are pT independent, which may

not be true.

The data currently used in the analysis were effectively already checked against false

asymmetries in [64]. While the studies of false asymmetries were repeated for this work, it

is not a surprise that the same conclusions as before were reached. Namely, except of the

so-called microwave false asymmetry and for the hadron φ angle asymmetry (affecting

data at low momenta and/or low pT) the false asymmetries are consistent with zero.

The microwave false asymmetry is related to the fact that the polarisation of a given

target cell in a given data taking period has fixed direction with respect to the solenoid

magnetic field. When the target solenoid field is reversed (in order to change the sign of the

polarisation in the target cells), the acceptance may change slightly and a false asymmetry

be generated. To cancel this asymmetry, a few times per year the relative polarisation of
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the given cell with respect to the solenoid field is changed (the target polarisation has to

be destroyed and built up again in the opposite direction using different MW frequencies,

see also Section 4.2). The hadron φ angle asymmetry is also related with the direction of

the solenoid field. This false asymmetry was reproduced in MC and found to cancel in

case the data is integrated over φ (as in the present analysis). Therefore, the two observed

false asymmetries effectively do not contribute to the uncertainty of ∆g/g.

8.3.1 False asymmetries and simultaneous extraction of ∆g/g

and ALP
1

In the analysis of [64] the Aincl
1 asymmetry was assumed to be known, and the spectrom-

eter instabilities generating false asymmetries were affecting only ∆g/g. The situation is

different when the simultaneous extraction of all asymmetries is performed. In such case

any asymmetry bias affects not only ∆g/g but also ALP
1 . Generally the same spectrometer

instability affects much less ∆g/g extracted in the current method than using the method

from [64].

For example, a test was performed where the acceptance in one out of four spin

configurations used for the asymmetry extraction was changed by 1%. Using the method

of [64] the extracted value of ∆g/g was biased by 0.35. At the same time in the new

method the bias was below 0.01. However, a bias of about 0.05 was seen for ALP
1 . Such a

large bias could be easily detected during standard false asymmetry studies, cf. statistical

precision of ALP
1 in Table 8.1.

8.3.2 A1(xBj, pT, z) consistency problem

In the analysis one assumes spin-independent fragmentation, but in the most general case

the possible spin dependence is expected to be function of z. Using data we can verify that

the asymmetries extracted in bins of z are consistent 1, an additional test to strengthen

the analysis. Such a test was successfully performed using the 2-dimensional asymme-

tries A1(xBj, z). However, problems were noticed when the 3-dimensional asymmetries

A1(xBj, pT, z) were analysed.

The original extraction of asymmetries was performed in 12 bins of xBj, 5 bins of pT

and two bins of z. In Table 8.2 a condensed table with 3 xBj bins and 2 bins in z and

pT is presented. The results in the two z ranges do not agree with each other. The

observed χ2/ndf is 27.8/6. Multiple studies were performed to understand the observed

1This is expected for an isoscalar target, except for a very small difference present because D
h
s 6= D

h
u.
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effect, including an analysis of all data without Q2 > 1 GeV2 cut, as well as the analysis

of proton data taken in 2007 and 2011. The problematic regions were seen to be only

in about 5% of the sample. In the remaining phase space the data compatibility is

acceptable, χ2/ndf= 9.4/6. At the same time the obtained value of ∆g/g increased by

0.029. Despite of all efforts, the origin of the problem was not understood. The final result

is quoted without “bad regions” removal. The difference δ(∆g/g)false = 0.029 between

results extracted with and without the problematic regions is taken into account as an

additional source of false asymmetries. The limit for other false asymmetries is negligible

compared to the one obtained here. Note that, contrary to previous methods of false

asymmetry estimation, in the present case the false asymmetry is not assumed to be pT

independent. This is the reason why the obtained limit for false asymmetries is higher

here than in [64].

Table 8.2: Comparison between Ah
1(xBj, pT) for two bins of z.

z < 0.3 z > 0.3 χ2

0.004 < xBj < 0.03 0.0024±0.0017 -0.0094±0.0036 9.0

pT1 < 1 0.03 < xBj < 0.15 0.0258±0.0037 0.0253±0.0069 0.0

0.15 < xBj < 1.0 0.1758±0.0126 0.1455±0.0248 1.2

0.004 < xBj < 0.03 -0.0170±0.0078 0.0069±0.0088 4.1

pT1 > 1 0.03 < xBj < 0.15 0.1011±0.0197 0.0062±0.0175 13.0

0.15 < xBj < 1.0 0.0884±0.0745 0.1532±0.0574 0.5

Total χ2/ndf 27.8/6

8.3.3 Stability of ∆g/g and ALP
1 extraction

The data used in this analysis were grouped into 40 periods where the spectrometer was

considered to be stable, i.e. fulfilling acceptance cancellation condition, (aua
′
d)/(a′ua

′
d) = 1.

The ∆g/g and ALP
1 are extracted from each of the 40 periods of analysed data. To

obtain the final values a weighted average is used. The period by period results were

compared with the averaged value of ∆g/g, the obtained χ2/ndf being about 34/39.

Similar results, χ2/ndf = 35/39, were obtained for ALP
1 in the bin with the highest

statistics, 0.01 < xBj < 0.02. Therefore, the results obtained from different periods are

consistent. In addition the ∆g/g results for each year of data taking are presented in

Fig. 8.1. A good agreement between results of various years is seen.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of ∆g/g obtained for 4 years of data. Good agreement is seen.

8.4 Neural network stability

The example of tests to the neural network parametrisations was presented in Section

7.2. As mentioned there, there are 4 NNs for each of the parametrised variable, mixing

learning and testing sets. The output of these 4 NNs is averaged, and used for the

final ∆g/g extraction. From the RMS of ∆g/g obtained separately from the 4 NNs, one

concludes that the systematic error related to the NN, δ(∆g/g)NN, is about 0.007. It was

also found that there are small differences (ca. 10−4) in the output of NN depending upon

the computer system on which NN is being run and/or usage of double/single precision.

As a result there is about 0.05% events that can be reconstructed in different xg bins. A

difference between ∆g/g obtained in these various scenarios is included in the systematic

uncertainty.

8.5 f, Pb, Pt uncertainties

Relative uncertainties of 5% for f , Pb, and Pt are assumed. In the current method the

error of ∆g/g is proportional to the errors of f, Pb, Pt, resulting in δ(∆g/g)f,Pb,Pt
= 0.010.

It is often noted that the present uncertainty is about a factor two higher than in [64]. The

reason is that in case of [64] there is no direct proportionality between the uncertainties

of f, Pb, Pt and ∆g/g, because of the acorr term present in Eq. (5.12). For small positive

values of ∆g/g indeed the former method is less affected by the uncertainties of f, Pb and

Pt.
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8.6 MC studies

The presented analysis method of ∆g/g extraction is model dependent. Therefore, the

uncertainty of ∆g/g related to the model dependence must be carefully studied. In this

section several such studies are shown.

8.6.1 The A1 compatibility tests

As explained in Section 5.2, in the new method one can fit separately AQCDC
1 (xC) and

ALP
1 (xBj). However, from the physics point of view we do expect that AQCDC

1 (xC) =

ALP
1 (xBj) for xC = xBj. Using a simple χ2 test the compatibility between AQCDC

1 and ALP
1

can be verified. It may fail in case of e.g. incorrect values of Ri and aLLs are used in the

extraction of asymmetries and/or that higher-order corrections are sizeable. In this way

the presented test can be used to discriminate between various models.

The comparison of the two asymmetries is done for the 6 bins of xC and corresponding

xBj. An example of extracted asymmetries in case a constraint AQCDC
1 = ALP

1 was not

used is presented in Table 8.3. In this particular case, the results for a MC sample used for

the final ∆g/g extraction are shown. It should be noted that, to calculate correctly the χ2

value, the full covariance matrix (not shown here) has to be taken into account. With six

degrees of freedom one can reject a model/tuning behind a given MC sample on 95% CL if

the resulting χ2 is larger than 12.6. For the discussed MC sample one has χ2 = 8.1, much

smaller than the aforementioned limit. Therefore, one cannot reject the hypothesis that

AQCDC
1 (xC) = ALP

1 (xBj) and thus the model used for final ∆g/g extraction has passed the

consistency test. The obtained values of χ2 for all 8 MC samples are summarised in Table

8.4. There is one MC sample, number six, with χ2 = 13.1 (thus formally above the 12.6

limit). Therefore, on 95% CL one could reject this MC sample from the analysis.

8.6.2 ∆g/g results for eight MC samples

The ∆g/g results obtained using the eight MC samples under the assumption that the

asymmetries are equal for QCDC and LP processes are presented in Fig. 8.2. There are

two striking features when inspecting this figure. First of all the results are very stable,

the RMS being only 0.017. At the same time the uncertainty of ∆g/g varies by up to a

factor of two.

The second observation is easier to explain. Namely, in different MC samples also the

value of RPGF changes by up to a factor two, cf. Table 8.2. At first order the statistical
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Table 8.3: Comparison between ALP
1 and AQCDC

1 for the final MC tuning. Observe that

there are negative correlations involved and the final χ2 is much lower than in case the

data sets are treated as independent ones.

x range ALP
1 AQCDC

1

0.06 < x < 0.10 0.009 ± 0.011 0.093 ± 0.035

0.10 < x < 0.15 0.086 ± 0.016 0.150 ± 0.034

0.15 < x < 0.20 0.131 ± 0.024 0.221 ± 0.042

0.20 < x < 0.30 0.200 ± 0.032 0.159 ± 0.054

0.30 < x < 0.40 0.273 ± 0.058 0.191 ± 0.113

x > 0.40 0.423 ± 0.087 0.208 ± 0.208

TOTAL χ2 8.1
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Figure 8.2: Summary of ∆g/g obtained for eight MC samples.

uncertainty of ∆g/g is proportional to 1/〈RPGF〉, hence large variations of the statistical

uncertainty are observed for different MC samples.

Within the formalism of the proposed method it is also easy to understand why the

∆g/g results are so stable, while at the same time large differences in the statistical
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Table 8.4: The values of χ2 from the compatibility test for eight MC samples. The

ordering of MC samples correspond to the one used in Table 7.1.

MC sample χ2(ndf = 6)

1 8.1

2 8.8

3 3.9

4 10.1

5 6.9

6 13.1

7 10.7

8 9.9

uncertainty of ∆g/g are observed. Assuming that the observed hadron asymmetry Ah
LL/D

at high pT and ALP
1 cancel each other, Eq. (5.14) can be approximated as

∆g/g = −aQCDC
LL RQCDC

aPGF
LL RPGF

ALO
1 (〈xC〉). (8.1)

At obtained 〈xC〉 = 0.14 the asymmetry is about 0.087, and

(〈aQCDC
LL RQCDC〉)/(〈aPGF

LL RPGF〉) ≈ 1.5, cf. Table 7.2. Within such an approxima-

tion ∆g/g = 0.130, not so far away from the full calculation presented in Chapter 9.

Thus, the usage of Eq. (8.1) is justified to understand the surprising stability of ∆g/g

results presented in Fig. 8.2.

Analysing Eq. (8.1) one can conclude that a rather small systematic uncertainty can

be attributed to the ratio aQCDC
LL /aPGF

LL . It comes from the fact that in LO both aLLs are

quite stable for different MC samples. As discussed in Subsection 7.2.2, aPGF
LL depends

mostly on Q2, and so it doesn’t matter if we use MC with parton shower ON or OFF, or

how fragmentation parameters are tuned. The stability of aLLs for various MC samples

can also be verified in Table 7.2.

Therefore, the only relevant contribution to the systematic uncertainty is related to

the ratio RQCDC/RPGF. Observe that both QCDC and PGF are higher order in αS

processes, meaning that the large uncertainty of αs, which is present at low scale, cancels.

Moreover, in both cases the pT of hadron is dominated by the hard process. The quark

fragmentation and intrinsic parton transverse momentum, kT, acts as additional smearing.

Observe that the PGF and QCDC pT dependent cross-section can be calculated in LO

pQCD. Based on these arguments one expects the ratio RQCDC/RPGF to be more stable
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than e.g. RLP/RPGF or RPGF itself. This explains why using very different MC samples

the ∆g/g results obtained are stable.

It is also interesting to notice that the observed similarity between values of Ah
LL/D

and ALP
1 is an experimental, largely model-independent fact. Therefore, one could assume

that an equation similar to Eq. (8.1) may also hold in NLO. In case one observes a positive

value of ∆g/g in the LO analysis it is very difficult that the NLO analysis would lead to

a sign change of ∆g/g. Except for aPGF
LL all other variables must be positive. It is rather

unlikely that suddenly aPGF
LL becomes positive in NLO. At least LO and NLO values of

aPGF
LL calculated in the photoproduction limit in [72] are both negative.

8.6.3 Comparison of ∆g/g from a free versus a constrained fit

The results of ∆g/g obtained with or without the assumption about ALP
1 = AQCDC

1 are

compared in Table 8.5 for all eight MC tunings. In the first column the MC sample

number as explained in Table 7.1 is indicated. In the next two columns the ∆g/g results

with and without the ALP
1 = AQCDC

1 condition are presented, while in the fourth column

the χ2 difference between the two results is given. Here, it is assumed that the error of the

difference is
√

δ(∆g/g)2col3 − δ(∆g/g)2col2. In the fifth column the previously calculated χ2

of the compatibility test is given; finally the last column shows the sum of the two χ2s.

This last value is rather informative, as the full covariance matrix is not known. One can

easily give an example where the χ2 values in columns 3 and 4 give the same information.

In these circumstances the presented sum of χ2s can be considered as an upper limit. The

results of ∆g/g obtained for a free fit are in all eight cases higher than the ones obtained

with the constrained fit. The difference is of the order of 2.2σ for the MC sample used for

the final ∆g/g extraction, i.e. the two results are compatible. It should be noticed that

tuning number 3, which has the smallest χ2 value at the compatibility test, gives also the

best agreement between ∆g/g obtained with or without the assumption AQCDC
1 = ALP

1 .

8.6.4 Hints from data about the product aQCDC
LL RQCDC

In Subsection 8.6.1 the compatibility of AQCDC
1 and ALP

1 was discussed. The level of

compatibility is mostly related to the value of aQCDC
LL RQCDC used in the analysis. In the

presented method of ∆g/g extraction, for a given MC sample it is possible to introduce a

scaling factor, ηQCDC, for aQCDC
LL RQCDC, as a free parameter in the fit. One can study the

χ2 value of the compatibility test as a function of ηQCDC. The results of this exercise are

presented in Fig 8.3 for the MC sample used for the final ∆g/g extraction. In the x-axis

the ηQCDC is given, which multiplies the weight of the QCDC events. The obtained χ2
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Table 8.5: Summary of ∆g/g obtained for eight MC tunings, with and without the as-

sumption about AQCDC
1 = ALP

1 .

Tune AQCDC
1 = ALP

1 free fit χ2
diff. χ2

QCDC χ2
limit

1 0.1128 ± 0.0379 0.1827 ± 0.0489 5.1 8.1 13.2

2 0.1052 ± 0.0401 0.1729 ± 0.0516 4.4 8.8 13.1

3 0.1236 ± 0.0360 0.1491 ± 0.0454 0.9 3.9 4.8

4 0.0871 ± 0.0298 0.1237 ± 0.0375 2.6 10.1 12.7

5 0.1232 ± 0.0464 0.1921 ± 0.0590 3.6 6.9 10.4

6 0.0915 ± 0.0243 0.1201 ± 0.0315 2.0 13.1 15.1

7 0.0978 ± 0.0334 0.1836 ± 0.0446 8.4 10.7 19.1

8 0.1342 ± 0.0275 0.1537 ± 0.0390 0.5 9.9 10.4

values in the compatibility test are presented on the y-axis. The blue colour corresponds

to the χ2 obtained only for comparison of AQCDC
1 vs ALP

1 , while the red colour takes into

account also the compatibility of ∆g/g between fits with and without the A1 constraint.

Note that in this case the χ2 value should be considered as an upper limit, as discussed

in the previous section. In both cases the χ2 value obtained for ηQCDC = 1 is close to

minimum. This gives additional confidence in the model used in the analysis.

Here, only the simplest exercise was presented. In more complex ones, e.g. the shape

of RQCDC and RLP was changed as a function of pT. In all performed exercises, the

χ2 value of the fit without modification was within a reasonable distance from the χ2

minimum. However, a general tendency was observed to have larger values (by about

20%) of aQCDC
LL RQCDC when compared to the unmodified MC. This observation is somehow

in line with the results obtained in the previous section, where for all MC samples ∆g/g

in the free fit was higher than in case a constraint ALP
1 = AQCDC

1 was used.

From the difference of χ2
min and χ2

min + 1 presented in Fig. 8.3 one can conclude that

the uncertainty of extraction of aQCDC
LL RQCDC from data is about 30%. If indeed one

trusts such a result one can assume that RPGF predicted by MC is also known with such

a precision.

8.6.5 The final systematic error related to MC

Within the framework of the new method the stability of ∆g/g results obtained with

different tunings is better understood than previously. The largest contribution to the

systematic uncertainty is related to the ratio RQCDC/RPGF; arguments were given to
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Figure 8.3: The χ2 profile as a function of ηQCDC i.e. scaling factor for the weight of

QCDC events. Red: Only compatibility of A1 QCDC vs LP is verified. Blue: In addition

compatibility of ∆g/g is added.

explain why this ratio is more stable than e.g. RLO/RPGF.

The stability of aQCDC
LL RQCDC for various MC samples is about 30%, and in fact a

similar result was obtained in the previous section directly from the data. The full error

propagation reveals that ∆g/g is changed by 0.015 in such circumstances. It is about

a factor two lower than expected from Eq. (8.1); this is because QCDC events are also

used to extract ALP
1 . The 30% uncertainty assumed on RPGF changes both the error

and the value of ∆g/g by this amount i.e. it acts as a multiplicative factor. One of

the possibilities is to claim an additive uncertainty of about 0.015 and a multiplicative

one of 30%. However, in such case one does not take into account the fact that RPGF

and RQCDC are correlated, i.e.
√

0.0152 + (0.3 × 0.113)2 = 0.037, while the maximum

difference between ∆g/g obtained from any of the MC sample and the final one is only

0.026.

Another possible solution is to take the difference between 1/2(∆g/gmax−∆g/gmin) =

0.024. However, here the danger is that one outlier defines the uncertainty. One has to

keep in mind that the errors must be calculated separately for the three xg bins as well

as in the future for the proton data. The third possibility is to use the same procedure

as in [64], which leads to an uncertainty of 0.028. However, this uncertainty just reflects
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the large fluctuation of the obtained errors of ∆g/g for various MC tunings, while in the

present method it was better understood why the ∆g/g results themselves are stable. The

other solution for the uncertainty estimation was mentioned before: to take the RMS of

the ∆g/g from the eight MC samples (0.017). Such an RMS value has no real probabilistic

interpretation, it just gives information about the typical stability of the obtained ∆g/g.

Having apparently no better choice, indeed the RMS of ∆g/g obtained from the eight

MC samples is taken as an estimate of the model uncertainty.

8.7 Radiative corrections

The radiative corrections which depend on (xBj, y) were included in the dilution factor,

see Section 6.2. However, due to the photon radiation the kinematics of the event changes,

thus also z and pT of the hadron are affected by the radiation process. In order to treat

radiative corrections in a more proper way there was an attempt to simulate radiative

events using the MC programme RADGEN [118]. It was found out that the inclusive

(xBj, y) correction is very similar to the one obtained in TERAD. However, more detailed

studies revealed that most probably the photon spectrum generated by the RADGEN

programme, especially the hard part, does not describe the data.

The majority of the hard photons is emitted in the lepton scattering plane, cf. Fig. 3

in [118]. From the point of view of the analysis presented in this monograph part of

the emitted photons converts into electrons/positrons which may be misidentified with

hadrons. By studying the φh angle of hadron production with respect to the lepton

scattering plane one can identify such events. The data/MC comparison is shown in

Fig. 8.4. The hadron spectrum as a function of the absolute value of φh in the region

0 < φh < 1 is presented. The data and MC are normalised to be consistent at high φh

values, including in the not shown φh ∈ (1 − 2π) range. In the left panel hadrons with

z > 0.1 are shown. There is a discrepancy between data and MC of the order of 1.8. In

the middle panel an additional cut is used, namely y > 0.7, and the discrepancy between

data and MC becomes even larger. Finally in the right panel the comparison is presented

for hadrons with pT > 2 GeV, i.e. in the most important region from the point of view

of ∆g/g extraction. At low φh values data and MC clearly do not agree. It should be

added that there are phase-space regions where in real data electrons from conversions

were observed, but not in RADGEN, e.g. pT < 0.05 GeV. To overcome presented problem,

naively, one could exclude this region of low φh from the analysis. However, as RADGEN

seems to produce too many hard photons, it means that it produces too few of them at

lower energies. As a result even if the low φh region is excluded the corrections predicted
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by RADGEN would not be correct.

The observed discrepancies in Fig. 8.4 might be also related with a wrong description of

photon conversion in MC and/or wrong association of electrons to the interaction point.

There were additional studies performed for low-energy electrons in the low y region.

In this region radiative corrections are low and electrons can be identified in the RICH

detector. There was a good agreement observed between data and MC.

Whether there is a problem with photon generation in RADGEN, with gamma conver-

sion or with the electron reconstruction, the fact is that the RADGEN MC is effectively

not able to reliably describe the COMPASS data. Therefore, results obtained using this

program cannot be used in the analysis. Very recently, a different program to estimate

RC was employed in COMPASS, namely DJANGOH [119]. The first preliminary studies

show that indeed the hard photon spectrum generated in DJANGOH has a very differ-

ent shape from that of RADGEN. Most importantly DJANGOH predicts much less hard

photons, the large number of which was the biggest concern with RADGEN.
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Figure 8.4: Comparison of data and MC with RADGEN. Large kinematic dependent

discrepancies are observed, see text for details.

8.8 Summary of systematic uncertainties

In Table 8.6 the systematic uncertainty for total ∆g/g integrated in the full xg range and

in each of three xg bins is presented. The systematic uncertainty of the ∆g/g results

obtained in the full xg range is lower than in [64] by a factor 1.8. The presented novel
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method of ∆g/g extraction indeed allowed for a considerable reduction of the systematic

uncertainty. Not only certain systematic uncertainties were reduced or eliminated, but it

was also possible to perform additional systematic tests of the MC model assumed in the

analysis.

Table 8.6: Summary of contributions to the systematic uncertainty of ∆g/g.

Syst. error Full xg range xg < 0.10 0.10 < xg < 0.15 xg > 0.15

δ(∆g/g)false 0.029 0.039 0.022 0.014

δ(∆g/g)NN 0.007 0.007 0.007 0.018

δ(∆g/g)f,Pb,Pt
0.010 0.008 0.013 0.013

δ(∆g/g)MC 0.017 0.017 0.041 0.044

TOTAL 0.036 0.044 0.049 0.051
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Chapter 9

Results

The final ∆g/g result, with its statistical and systematic uncertainties, is

〈

∆g

g

〉

= 0.113 ± 0.038stat. ± 0.036syst., (9.1)

and suggests that ∆g/g is positive in the measured range. It was obtained in LO pQCD, at

averaged scale µ2 = 〈Q2〉 = 3 GeV2 and at weighted average value of nucleon momentum

fraction carried by gluons 〈xg〉 ≈ 0.10 as reported in [30]. A correction for the probability

of the deuteron to be in a D-wave state [120] was applied.

The present result is in excellent agreement with the previous analysis from [64],

∆g/g = 0.125 ± 0.060 ± 0.065. The difference is 0.012 ± 0.046, where the uncertainty is

assumed to be
√

0.0602 − 0.0382. The statistical uncertainty, with the new method, got

improved by a factor of 1.6. About half of the gain can be attributed to the new method.

The other part of the gain is related with the fact that a larger sample was used. Namely,

a sample with pT > 1.5 GeV for the hadron leading in pT and pT < 0.4 GeV for the next

to leading hadron which is still a rather clean source of PGF. However, these events were

not used in the analysis presented in [64]. The systematic uncertainty of the new result is

also considerably reduced, by a factor of 1.8. Not only certain systematic effects present

in [64] are not existing in the present method, but due to the simpler event weighting the

systematic uncertainty related to MC can be also studied in more detail.

The comparison of the new result with other available LO direct extraction of ∆g/g

from SMC [60], HERMES [68], and COMPASS [55,66] is presented in Fig. 9.1. For clarity

in this figure the results obtained in [64] are not shown. The present result agrees very

well with the world data. It should be stressed that the new result has the smallest total

uncertainty.

The results of ∆g/g were also obtained in three bins of xNN
g , which correspond to three
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of the present ∆g/g results in the measured xg range with world

LO analyses of SMC [60], HERMES [68], and COMPASS [55, 66]. For figure clarity the

result published in [64] is not shown.

ranges in xg. These ranges are partially overlapping. This is related to the fact that the

correlation between xNN
g and xg obtained during the NN training was about 60% and not

100%. The obtained results are summarised in Table 9.1. In the measured xg range and

within the obtained uncertainties there is no sign of strong xg dependence of ∆g/g.

It is important to notice that the events in the three bins of xNN
g are statistically

independent. However, a correlation may arise during the fit between results of ∆g/g

obtained in different bins because a common set of 12 ALP
1 asymmetry is extracted. One

could obtain separately 12 ALP
1 for each of the three xNN

g bins. In such case the ∆g/g

results in different xNN
g bins would be statistically independent. However, the statistical

uncertainty of ∆g/g would not be optimal. For the extracted values of ∆g/g the only

observed non zero correlation is between the 1st and the 2nd xNN
g bin and it amounts to

30%.

The new ∆g/g results obtained in three xg ranges are compared with the previous

results in Fig. 9.2. The inner error bands correspond to the statistical uncertainty while

the outer ones correspond to the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Table 9.1: The value of 〈∆g/g〉 in three xNN
g bins. The result for the full xg range is also

shown.

xNN
g bin 〈xg〉 xg range (RMS) 〈∆g/g〉
0−0.10 0.08 0.04–0.13 0.087 ± 0.050 ± 0.044

0.10−0.15 0.12 0.07–0.21 0.149 ± 0.051 ± 0.049

0.15−1 0.19 0.13–0.28 0.154 ± 0.122 ± 0.051

0−1 0.10 0.05–0.20 0.113 ± 0.038 ± 0.036

As in the case of the extraction in a single bin, a very good agreement between the two

results is seen. The reduction of uncertainties is clearly visible. In addition a shift of the

〈xg〉 points is noticeable. There are two reasons why the xg is higher in the new analysis;

first: in the enlarged phase space of the all-pT analysis higher xg is preferred; second: in

the new method a given event is characterised by one xg value, while previously some

subtraction of the so-called x′
g had to be done, cf. Eq. (4) of [64].

The comparison of the new results in three xg ranges with all world LO direct extrac-

tion of ∆g/g is presented in Fig. 9.3. The world data are exactly the same as in the right

panel of Fig. 9.1, namely from SMC [60], HERMES [68], and COMPASS [55,66]. Again,

for figure clarity, the results obtained in [64] are skipped in Fig. 9.3. The present results

given in three xg ranges agree very well with the world data. However, all three points

are slightly higher than all previous ∆g/g results.

It is also interesting to compare the present results with the pQCD fits to inclusive

g1, see Section 3.1. One should keep in mind that these results are calculated in LO,

while recent fits are performed at least in NLO precision. For example in Fig. 9.4 the new

COMPASS results are compared with COMPASS NLO pQCD fit to world g1 data, cf. [50].

In this fit two solutions for ∆g/g are found: a positive and a negative one, however, with

a large systematic uncertainty. The present results strongly disagree with the negative

solution of the COMPASS ∆g/g fit. The comparison of obtained ∆g/g with more QCD

fits is presented in Table 9.2. In the first column the name of the fit is given, in the next

three columns the predicted values of ∆g/g for xg corresponding to COMPASS averages

xg for the three ranges are shown. In the last column the values of χ2 are given. Here

only the COMPASS statistical uncertainties were used for χ2 calculation. In addition,

the aforementioned correlation between ∆g/g results obtained in the first and the second

xg ranges was also taken into account. Needless to say, there is an excellent agreement

observed between the present results and the various pQCD fits. Only in the case of
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Figure 9.2: Comparison of the present results in 3 xg ranges with results presented in [64].

See text for details.

COMPASS and LSS negative solutions and the DSSV fit there is a clear discrepancy

visible. It is also interesting to notice that one of the best χ2 values is obtained for a LO

GRVS fit. One can also verify that for GRVS there is a very small difference between

NLO and LO predictions. This gives some more confidence that the comparison of LO

results of present analysis to the NLO QCD fits is justified to some extent. In addition, to

obtain the final ∆g/g value the MC with parton shower option on was used. Therefore,

some part of the NLO correction is in fact taken into account in the present analysis.

So far only the results of ∆g/g were discussed. The results of the simultaneously

extracted ALP
1 are presented in Fig. 9.5. They are compatible with zero for low xBj values

and rise at high xBj. It should be noted that ALP
1 is a major contributor to the measured

inclusive asymmetry Aincl
1,d . Therefore, the two asymmetries are expected to have similar

trends. Indeed the extracted values of ALP
1 are very similar to COMPASS measurements

of inclusive Aincl
1,d [48, 121].
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9.1 Possible reduction of the statistical uncertainty

of ∆g/g

In the present analysis method, the ALP
1 is extracted in each of the xBj bins. However, one

could also parametrise the asymmetry by a functional form. The same can be done for

∆g/g. By using a functional form one gains additional degrees of freedom, and reduces

the correlation between ALP
1 and ∆g/g, resulting in improved uncertainties of ∆g/g and

ALP
1 . However, the results depend upon the functional form assumed. Moreover, by using

a parametrisation the extracted results are more prone to possible false asymmetries.

Several exercises were performed to verify possible gains, here only two of them are

reported. For the simplest functional form of ALP
1 = xα, the extracted gluon polarisation

is: ∆g/g = 0.130 ± 0.026; thus there is a reduction of about 50% in the statistical uncer-

tainty, comparing to the main result. The obtained χ2/ndf is 752/697 with a probability

of 7%. In case a functional from is selected as ALP
1 = xα + const, the result of ∆g/g is

0.075 ± 0.036, while const = −0.004 ± 0.003 is comparable with zero. There is a clear
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Table 9.2: The comparison of the COMPASS LO ∆g/g results with (mostly) NLO QCD

fits. The hard scale of 3 GeV2 was chosen for a comparison as it is average scale of the

COMPASS data. Note that for [92] fit parameters were not published, the shown values

are for the hard scale of 10 GeV2 as given in the paper.

Reference xg,1 xg,2 xg,3 χ2

GRVS LO [122] 0.10 0.15 0.21 0.3

GRVS NLO [122] 0.10 0.14 0.21 0.4

GRVS LOv [122] 0.15 0.22 0.30 3.9

GRVS NLOv [122] 0.12 0.17 0.27 1.4

COMPASS ∆G > 0 [50] 0.06 0.10 0.19 1.1

COMPASS ∆G < 0 [50] −0.19 −0.27 −0.37 86.9

LSS positive [123] 0.04 0.06 0.11 3.5

LSS negative [123] −0.10 −0.13 −0.07 34.8

DSSV [70] −0.05 −0.05 −0.01 18.4

DSSV14 [92] 0.05 0.09 0.17 1.4

ACC positive [124] 0.09 0.16 0.28 1.1

ACC mixed [124] 0.02 0.11 0.29 3.0

COMPASS ∆g/g 0.09 0.15 0.15 -

change of the ∆g/g result between the two fits. In addition the 50% gain in statistical

precision is basically lost as soon as the constant term is added to the fit. The χ2/ndf of

the latter fit is 700/656, with a probability 11% and thus not much better than for the

simple functional form ALP
1 = xα.

In summary, while a decrease of the ∆g/g statistical uncertainty by using a functional

form of ALP
1 is possible, the gain in the statistical precision does not compensate the

increased systematic uncertainties.

9.2 Analysis of the proton data

In this work COMPASS data of 2002–2006 taken on deuteron target were presented.

However, due to the A1(xBj, z, pT) problem described in Subsection 8.3.2 some systematic

studies of proton data taken in 2007 and 2011 have been performed. The PGF is mostly

present at lower xBj values, where there is not so large difference between proton and

deuteron. Therefore, one may use the existing NN to have a good estimate of what to
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Figure 9.4: Comparison of present ∆g/g results with COMPASS NLO QCD fit [50], see

text for details.

expect for the ∆g/g analysis of the proton data. Such an exercise was indeed performed;

the result is ∆g/g = 0.147 ± 0.045. Although the analysis of proton data was oversimpli-

fied, there is a good agreement between ∆g/g results for proton and deuteron data. The

statistical uncertainty of ∆g/g from the proton data is about 20% higher than that from

the deuteron. Combining the two results one gets

〈

∆g

g

〉

= 0.127 ± 0.029stat.. (9.2)

What makes proton data even more interesting is the A1 compatibility test, described

in Subsection 8.6.1. The sensitivity of the test depends on the ratio of AQCDC
1 /δAQCDC

1 .

In case of proton data, for a given xBj the value of AQCDC
1 is larger than in the deuteron

case (about a factor 3 at xBj ≈ 0.10.) At the same time, due to more limited statistics,

the expected uncertainty of AQCDC
1 , δAQCDC

1 , is only 20% worse for the proton data.

Therefore, it is expected that the proton data will be more sensitive than the deuteron

one in distinguishing among various models. In spite of this fact and the not optimal MC

used in the analysis, the results of the A1 compatibility test for the proton data give very

reasonable value of χ2/ndf = 7.9/6. Therefore, it is rather unlikely that the MC tuning
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used in the present analysis will be rejected when proton data are properly analysed. This

result gives additional confidence to the assumed MC model for ∆g/g extraction.
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Summary and outlook

In this work a novel method of direct extraction of ∆g/g from a all-pT data sample

was presented. The method was developed by the author, responsible for this analysis in

COMPASS. The resulting value is ∆g/g = 0.113±0.038stat.±0.036syst. for average nucleon

momentum fraction carried by the gluon about 0.10 and average hard scale of 3 GeV2.

The present analysis decreased by factors of 1.6 and 1.8 the statistical and the systematic

uncertainties, respectively, compared to the previous COMPASS analysis published in

Phys. Lett. B 718 (2013), 922. The present result has the lowest total uncertainty from

all world data on direct extraction of ∆g/g.

The present method of ∆g/g extraction is model dependent, as is any other method

of direct ∆g/g extraction used so far. However, it allows additional systematic checks to

the self-consistency of the assumed model. These self-consistency checks were successfully

passed by the model assumed in the analysis.

The obtained ∆g/g result points towards a positive gluon contribution to the spin

of the nucleon. The positive value of the gluon polarisation is further confirmed by the

somewhat preliminary analysis of the proton data, with a combined result based on proton

and deuteron data leading to ∆g/g = 0.127 ± 0.029stat.. The obtained results are in-line

with the most recent QCD fits in which the newest RHIC data are included. The present

results are consistent with a nucleon picture where about 30% of spin of the nucleon is

carried by quarks, about 40%–80% of the spin of the nucleon is carried by gluons and,

possibly sizeable orbital angular momenta of u and d quarks largely cancel each other.

The uncertainty of the gluon and quark contributions to the nucleon spin will be further

reduced when data from the future Electron-Ion-Collider are available. This accelerator

will give an access to lower values of nucleon momentum fraction carried by gluons and

quarks. This accelerator is not yet approved for construction. The first data are eventually
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to be expected only around 2025–2030. The presented method of direct ∆g/g extraction

could also be used in a future analysis of Electron-Ion-Collider data. Such analyses

would act as an independent cross-check of the results obtained in QCD fit. To decrease

the uncertainty of the direct ∆g/g extractions at high values of the nucleon momentum

fraction carried by gluons an experiment with lower beam energy is needed. For example,

COMPASS could measure asymmetries using beam energy of 80–100 GeV instead of

160 GeV. Similarly, the presented method of ∆g/g extraction could also be used in the

HERMES experiment where even lower beam energy, of only 27 GeV, was used.

In view of a possible usage of the proposed method in other experiments one should

point the following: The presented analysis was done using the hadron with highest pT

per event. It was verified that such a choice in the COMPASS case was close to optimal.

The main reason behind this observation was the lack of reasonable π
0

detection capability of the COMPASS spectrometer, such that π
0 could not be con-

sidered. In case π
0 can be efficiently detected, it would be worthwhile to include more

hadrons in the analysis. This would better constrain the parton kinematics, especially

the value of xg and also it would allow a better separation between PGF, QCDC and LP

so that the presented method would be even more effective than in the COMPASS case.
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